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Mmn tm im th® p s ’soem©© ©f bens©ia©
th© æ&te ©f polymerisaticm i© sa©tio©ably I@w®^ than that for
th© bulk r©a©ti©n even if th© ©on©©ntration @f th© ©@lv@nt 
is a© low m  2o5^°
Th© b©m@©m©™vlmyl a©©tat@ ©ystofs has h©©n studied using t W  
mom=stmtlomary stat© th®rm®0oupl@ system in an attempt to ©lueidat© 
the meohmnism i?hi©h aauee© this reduction in th© rat© ef pely= 
merisatlomo As a result kineti© ©halm llfetimeso rates @f 
r©a©ti®no overall motivation emergieso intensity exponents 
and v e l o c i t y  © @ @ ff i© l© a ts  o f  p r o p a g a t io n  and t e r m i n a t i o n  hav© 
b0©m determined at arbitrary intervals throughout the photo™ 
s©mi3i‘Sis©d polymerisation for varying oonoent rat ions @f
ïhs purity of th© r©a@tants is ©f great important© 
polymerisation studios and both moaomor and solvent have 
bean rigour©u©ly treatedo Th© removal ®f impunity from tW 
solvent ha% been a©o©mplish@d by the growth of- single crystals 
of honsenoo, The molt from the single crystal has been subjected 
t@ an accurate molting point determination and found to hay© 
a melting point of 3o51®G which is in agreement with values 
from the literature for pure h©ns@n©o
Th@ #&mh@r of ben^em units in each polymer chain has
been determined quantitatively using h©ns®n® prepared from
#
t W  trlmcrlmatlom ®f o This solvent wme &la@ purified
%  the growth @f ® ©ingl® t© remove
impmritimm which have be®m retained, from th# ©rigimml 
préparâtiomo This has be©n-don© to prove if those impurities 
wore responsible for disoropanoies in other workers resultso 
The results from the radioci.aotive tracer work have boon 
combined with thoe® from uouostationary state experiments to 
determine which is the most probable of a number of pootulatëd 
mechanisms for the polymerisation reaotiouo
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craataa4?a»m»vcBttnr"‘*
When vinyl acetate is p@lym®ris©4 Im the preeence 
ùf bemsene the rat© of polymerieation. is imtl@0ab3y .lawea? tha; 
that for the bulk polymerisation ©wn if the concentrâtioaa of
«»âthesolTOBt is as low as 0o26 moles litre o
âBurmett and Itoam developed am equation for the 
of polymerisation on the assmnptlom that chain transfer^ was 
occurring followed by th# solvent radical combining with (a) t 
monomer molecule@ (b) gmother Bolvemt radical£, and (e) a chaiz 
carriero Howeverp the value of the a©tlvatlorn energy for t& 
addition- of the phenyl radical to monomer appeared to he rathe
This prompted further investigation by Bemgough and
3Fergmson^ who isgeaaured the activation energies and kimeti© 
chain lifetimes of the system usis’ig the nom^statiomary state
4Ïthermocouple method of Bengough amd Melvilleo The results 
indicated that a hensene molecule added to a po3yii©r chain 
mdiaal to produce a radical which was slow to reinitiate and 
caused the retardation of the rate of polymerisatiomo
Stoûtaayer had also studied this particular
sygtem and discovered that when they eveiluated a chain trmmsfs 
constant for the reaction from th© rates of polymerisation it 
was twenty times larger than the ©n© derived from the moleouls
weight of the polymers « Tto roaotion was mlmo of th© order 
of Oo5 with respect t© th® initiatoro
They proposed that the boa^oao copolymerlaed with t& 
vinyl acetat© monomer and euhatantiated their reeults using 
radio-aotiw benson© a M  determining the nœber of radio^ aoti-ç 
li©BîB©ne unit© in ©aoh po3,ymmr chain *
êHowever Breitenbaeh ^lo prepared polymsr© with 
mono and di«=®hlos?@b@ns©ne à© oolvoat and fommd mo ©vidomo© of 
oopolymerisatlorn from th# déterminât iom© of chlorisi© la the 
polymer* They thorn attempted to repeat tho radiotracer re mult 
of Stootaayer ©â. Sà.°^  meimg b©ns©n© prepared from (I) the 
trimerisatlom of aoetylem# and (ïl) the dehydrogemation of 
©yolohexame* The results with the b©ms©m© from the ImtWr 
source indicated mo oopolymerisatiom but the results with th© 
bemsem© from th© other aouro© were too high and Breitenbach 
oomalBded that this was due to impurities im the bomaemeo
The work im this the si© hae been mi attempt to find 
agreement with ome or other of the proposed kirn®tie @oh@m©8 * 
à detailed study ha© boom made of the photooèmmltlaod polymer! 
tion of vinyl acetate im the pr^somo© of definite oonoeatratio: 
of bemsene mmimg tho mom^mtatlomary ©tete thormoooupl© m©thod 
of Bemgough and Melville<,
Great attention has been paid to the purity of the
©olvosit and a method for obtaining extremely pur© bemsen© 
the growth of ©ingle ©rjstal© to© been developed to overcome 
the difficulty of removing the ae©tyl@nic impurities from 
the - :mdio-aotlv© ben^en©* The radio«»aotiv® solvent obtained 
from the molt of the single ©syetal ha© been used to determine 
whether the disorapancsy la the results of Stookmayer and 
Breitenbaoh was due to these impuxdties*
HISTORY OF POLYMERISATION
The first observations of the polymerisation of vln; 
monomer© w@r® mad® a© early as 1Q59 by Simon^ who reported 
conversion of styrene to a gelatinous maaso The term
polyraeripation wa© coined by Bortholot in 1866* In I9IO
i oStobba and Posnjak postulated that polystyrene wa© a
â s,c-f^ oolloidal body®’ but almost immediately Lebedev showed thai 
polymer® had high moleoular weights^ although hi© suggeetod 
mechanism for th® growth prooose involved intemolecular 
a s s o c i a t i o n *
T W  fir#t major advance in vinyl polymerisation too!
il splace in 1920 when Staudinger published a paper assigning 
©truoture© of the form
C@ Hg 0 ^  %
to polystyrene and paraformaldehyde respectively and ©uggesti? 
a meohamlsm for polymerisation In whioh intermediate structure 
were regarded as having s fro® valeno© at each end* H® 
considered that the activation of the monomer resulted In the 
opening of the double bond and that the activated molecule 
reacted with successive monomer unite * Thus the acceptance 
of the macromoleoular hypothesis in the 1 9 2 0 was largely due
the ©ffort© ©f Staudlsiger who received th® Hob©l pris© in
2.955 for championing this viewpoint * The molecular structure
a swas finally confirmed by Carothere with hi® work on condensa'
tion polymers *
The first complete free radical meohaniam for a
aopolyaerieation was given by Taylor and Bat©® in 1950* It wa. 
ultimately accepted when it was shown that polymerisation ooul 
be initiated by ©ubstances whloh were known to decompoe® to fo: 
fr®# radicale on p h o t t a t  ion*
The search for new polymers 9 which may offer a 
combination of properties markedly superior for certain purpose 
by oomparleom with conventional materials9 has provided the 
incentive for investigation© into the fundamental ohemloal 
and physical processes by which polymers ar© formed*
MBGSARISM OF TIRTL POLMERBA'PIORA. r.JL'.uw&':L',2Kiu.2Rg=rf=arM*>wKC)o%(i*%:»3t>wt;R%Ma:cptKMMRafqf%M3*
0nsaturat©â oompoimd© can b© mad® to po3.ymarlse 
by two bamlo methods (l) ionic or (2) a fro© radical moohamism
Im a free radical iKBchaniamp uhioh is the only on®
which will b© dealt with MrOp there are three basic steps 9 
which areg™
(1) Initiatlcmo
( 2 )  P r o p a g a t io n q
(5) Tes’iEination*
Initiation
Tho polymerisation of vinyl compounds is normally
initiated by fro© radical© foi?m@d from the breakdown of oatalyi
molecules by ultraviolet light or heat*
The initiator used in this work was Is l-=»asobi©cyolo«
hcxame carbon!trile (AlO) which ultraviolet light degrades im
the iollowing manner*
 ^ yON cm  _^_____  ^ ^GN cm
om   m
Not every radical is effective in initiating 
polymer ctoin* Some tak© part in other reactions Oog*
(a) direct interaction between radicals derived from the 
initiator9
(b) a termination reaction involving a polymer radical and an 
initiator radical ioe* primary radical termination^
(o) reaction of the radical with another component of the syet© 
Measurement of the efficiency of initiation hac been 
undertaken by several workers and is generally about 50 to 
60^ *
Propagation
The free radical produced then combines with a unit 
of monomer by opening the vinyl bond and successive units of 
monomer rapidly added to the subsequent free radical thu© 
propagating the chain length
4. GHg ^ ÇH - G ^ O H
™ OHg OH^ — *3ï> Eg^  ^  ^ ™ GB^ «•
% & X
is a free radical consisting of n monomer units 
and X is generally a polar group ©ogo an acetate group in th© 
cas© of vinyl acetate*
Termination
The termination reaction involves the deactivation 
of the growing polymer radicals and two mechanisms are possible
(1) Combination
(2) Disproportionation
BIm combination th© growing polymer rWloalm cochin® 
to give a large%' polymer molecule each radical contributing 
one electron to for® a covalent bond*
Sj » (CE^CHX)^ - S%CHX + Bg -(O.B^CHS) - G^OEK
\  - (C%CHX)jj =• cay CHS CHKOi% » (CE^CHX)gj . %
Th® result of disproportionation'la that one polymer 
molecule ha© an umeaturated end group while the other ha© a 
saturated omd group*
- (CE^CHX)^ G%6hx ->• Hg ” (GHaOHS)^ - G%GH%
i
= (GHj(CHX)jj CE°GH1 * %  » (B% Gà)^8% G % X
.Though th©a© are the three malm reaction© in any 
polymerisation additional effect® can ooour when another 
©ubmtanoe i© added to a polymorisim^ vinyl monomer* In 
addition to acting a© a diluent the substanoo may alter the 
rat© of. p©lym©ri©atiosi by 9
(1) Inoraasisîg th® rat# of initiation r^aultlng in am Inoreaae 
in the rat© of polymerisation*
(2) inhibiting the polymerisation and ©uppreealng it complet®!^ 
a n d
(5) retarding the rat® of polymerloationo
The®© all result in a change in the degree of 
polymerisation i*@o in the average number of monomer unit© 
Qomsumed per polymer moIecul®o
A fmrthor claa# aââit,iv©a to© mo .tapecifio 
om tto rat© ®f p©3yya©:eifisatios‘a tet reduce© tto'degr©® of 
merisation* ftofâ© ar© called ctolm transfer agemtB amd tha 
polymer radical Im terminât ad by' the abstraction of a hydragasï 
atom* x?hi3.® the free radical produced by the reaction then 
r©.lnitia.t©ei a fwrth$r cimin*
S- F ‘■î> S °
Im bulk pelyme%'i#atiom B could either be a momomw 
molecmla ©r impurity and im ©olvamt polysieriamtiom the©© two @ 
a ©olvamt ma3,am%l0* fhi® reaction 1© $0me%ml3y Immm am 
a-im f ram©'
ITHE K I M  ICS OF ADBXTXOH_gQLMKRIBATION
Th© complet© kimetlcs for a polymerisation remetio 
ar@ very complex and it is normal to make the following 
©©sumption©g
(a) The reactivity of the grewimg ehmim :1s independent of 
the ehaln length* Thus on® velocity eoeffielent ©an b® 
meed to deaerib© all temlnatloa step© or to ehmraet©ri©@ a 
ehain tramefer reactlorn© between growing polymer radicale 
a M  any other epaoieso Similarly only one veloolty- 
ooeffloient i© neeessary to define all th© propagation 
reactlorn© which oeemro
(b) The major portion of th© momomer i© removed in th© 
propagation step* Th© mt® of polymerisation 1© then taken 
to ©qmal th© rat® of removal of monomer in this ©tep* V/ith 
high polymer©9 whero th© number of radical© formed by ohain 
ts’ansfer i® ©mall compared with th© number formed by th© 
breakdown of the initiator* this is justifiable*
(o) A stationary concentration of radicals is rapidly 
attainodo Making us® of these assumptions and including 
a chain transfer step9 the simplest klmetie ©ohem© based 
on the reactions previously outlined Is*
c
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Ttm kisiatio ©halm lifetime ie obtained by plotting 
Qqumttou (16)0 By stationary state rat© measurement it is 
possible; to détermina th© ratio of %
f r o m  © e q u a t io n  ( 2 )  ^  (8
o o o th ©  r a t ©  o f  r e a c t i o n  «  k p  [ 1 ° ] ^ n 0 0 0 0 0*0
Sino© th© rates of reaction and Initiation^ ©nd th© monomerk
© o n o e n t r a t l o n  a r e  k n o w n VlV. © a n  b e  fo u n d ,
prom mem«atatlonary atat© kia©tl©s the intercept on 
th© tira® aais of th© straight line portion of the fractional 
©enverslorn against time ourv© ie ln2o
If the system has an instrument, lag of @ moBo the
9
%/ m .2&/Est© (g--) 2^ g  ^ 000*0 0*0 aco(l#
''^P
t W  2'©©ips?o©al @ f , th© rat© mgai%ist th@
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FRK¥XOBB m n x  OH ?IHYL AOSM)E
The previou© meotiem #mlt vilth the prlmolp&l 
free radical realties© imvolire^  %u acXâitiUm palymerloatlorn 
amé a aetmlle^ mmaljB'lB of the feinetiaa is glTon it wom3.^
be EBeful to review the éevolopeent of work on the po Igf me rim &% 11 om 
of vis^l aa©tat©o
The deorocàs© in volime whiah aooofâpanies polymeri^mtlom 
provided a simple method of follewi%% the roaotion amd was Esei 
to stud,y the kinotioe of the stationary otatec, The polymerisa­
tion of vinyl aoetate In bulk waa reported by Starkweather and 
Taylor^^ who foimd oomsiatemt umlmoleGular velocity ooefflclemtm
&while Im toluene a progressive fall was observedo Other work@:m 
foimd that in the bensoyl peroxide initiated reaotio%D the rate 
is proportional to the square root of the initiator coMont-rationo 
ilteoh of this early work vbb ohamoteriaed by induction 
periods due to the praetmo© of O5iyg0n@ the prevalent method of 
purification being distillation Im air and them degassing the 
momomor im the dilatometero The reaultamt monomer gave 
unreliable results end it was ©vem suggested' that the reaction 
might be heterogeneous <,
sI’m 193F Plory published am important paper im whloh hm
proposed that a ohaim tramsfor reaction oouid take place during 
polymerisation anâ showed that It was possible for the oooagiomal
1 6
formation of branched polymer ohains to ocour*
The chain transfer concept was subsequently developed
Î§Sby Mayo to enable a ^transfer constant® for any monomer solveni 
Byatem to b@ obtained*
Later work by Flory also showed that a I*5 mol®
percentage of Is 2 glycol structures does occur in polyvinyl 
acetate and that at all temperatures above 0% the steric factor 
is of greater importance than the energy term in determining 
the structure of the polymer* This is because the activation 
energy for the abnormal reaction is only lo25 k cals* higher 
than for the normal preferred addition while the sterio factor 
for the abnormal addition is about l/lOth of that for the normal 
addition*
Th© initiation reaction of thermal polymerisation was
@ Binvestigated by Guthberts,0Hj> Gee and .Hideal who found that
freshly prepared vinyl acetate did not react although it did
80 after ©tending In air* They suggested that this resulted
from the hydrolysis of vinyl acetate to acetaldehyde followed
by paroxidisatioKio However the question of the induction period
was finally settled when Improved techniques resulted in purified
vinyl acetat© showing no induction period when polymerised
2 êthermally with benzoyl peroxide*
An important advance in the work on the kinetics
IT
of polymerisation was the introduction of n©n-stationary 
atat© Ea©th©dB which enabled lifetimes and individual.velocity 
coefficients of photo-initiated reactions to be determined* 
These hav© been obtained for bulk vinyl acetate by workers
2B g © !>S 0using the dielectric constant^ the rotating sectoro
32. 38 -3refract©metrie g the thermietorp and the thermocouple
Much work has been done on the chain transfer*
methods
reaetiono Hosaklp using results of Outhb@rt®onp G®@ and
EideaX has calculated the transfer constant for the vinyl
s<5acetate polymerisation in toluene while Rapur and Joship
@ @ 8 6 Palit and BaSp and Clark© c Hov/ard® and Stockmayer have
reported values for a large number of solvents including
saturatedp unsaturatedp halogen substituted and nitrated hydr©=*
carbons and for alcoholsp esters© ethers© amides© sulphides and
a series of substituted bensaldehydeso
However© controversy ha© arisen concerning the
polymerisation of vinyl acetate in bensen©* Gonix and Smot©
reported a strong retardation of rat© in b©ns©n© solution which
they attributed to chain transfer and claimed that the rate was
proportional to o At the same time Stockmayer and Peebles
issued a note in which they claimed that the reduction in rat©
was not du© to chain transfer? but that the reaction
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copolymérisationp
î ©Allen© Merrott anà SoanXan also noted a strong
retardation of th® rate of polymérisation whea vinyl acetat©
wa© polymerised in th® presence of the isoprenlc ©ubatan©©
dihydromyroon© and isopropyl bensen© hut no retardation of thé
rat© when the monomer was methyl methacrylate* Their explanation
for the retarding effect on the polymérisation ©f vinyl acetate
was degradative chain transfer i*©* chain transfer in which
the radicals* produe©d from the transfer agent are resonance
©tabiXisod ©ueh that they are slow to re-inltlat© with the
rather mreaetlvo monomer and are frequently lost by terminâtion<
On deriving a kinetic scheme^ which took monomer transfer Into
account 0 they obtained a transfer constant for isopropyl^
b©ns©n© which \ms 100 time© greater than that found by
8©Stockmayer and Peebles* Since the transfer ©onstamtm .for 
i©®pr©pylbens©.n© and benzene should be of comparable magnitude 
they considered it more probable, that dégradâtiv© chain 
transfer amâ not ©©polymerisation was oscjurring*
Burnett and Loan^ derived an equation for th© rat© of 
polymerisation which demonstrated that the order of ?reaeti®M 
with respect to the monomer ©onoentration was dependant ©su 
the mosu©mer concentration In the solvent* They assumed that 
it was possible for radicals produced by the transfer step to
terminate th© propagating chain radical as well as to r©-initiat© 
the polymerisation proc®©©* Although their analysis gave the 
correct shape of curves for the thermal polymerisation of vinyl 
acetate in benzene they obtained an activation energy of 24 K*cal© 
for the addition of the phenyl radical to monomer which is a high
eo &However Jenkins indicated that Burnett and Loan’s
kinetic scheme could only h© applied if the retardation wasi
comparatively weako He derived a kinetic scheme on. the basis
of chain transfer and used the hypothesis of the geometric mean
assumption I»®* that the velocity coefficient of termination
between two dissimilar radical© is the geometric mean of those
for the reactions between like radicalso Hovjever th© transfer
constant which h© derived from other workers results was greater
than that derived by Palet and Das from conventional molecular
weight determinations*
Peebles* Clark© and Stockraayer then published results
which indicated that*although the velocity constant© which they
obtained and the reduction in rat© could be attributed to a
chain transfer step* the molecular weights of the polymer could
noto They also substantiated their result© by polymerising vinyl
acetate in the presence of radio-active benzene and converting
subsequent polymer to OOg • for gas counting in a G®ig©r»tub@o
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Breitenbach and E'aXthansI had obtained chlorinated 
polymer from the polymerisation of vinyl acetate in chi©robens©ne 
and m©ta dlohlorobensene while the polymérisation of styrene 
in the same solvents and under -similar condition© produced only 
chlorine free polymer* Thoy explained this difference by 
assuming that the radicals of the growing polyvinyl acetate 
chain react quickly enough in a transfer reaction to form à 
measurable end group while this is not therefore possible in the 
case of the relatively weakly reactive polystyrene radicale
. This assumption was in opposition to Stockmayer’®
Ytheory and so Breitenbach and his co-workers proceeded to 
duplicate the radio-active tracer experiments which had been 
used to substantiate the evidence for copolymerisatiouo
For the first seri©@ of experiments benzene prepared 
from the trimérisation of GH was used which was freed fro®,
non volatile radioactive impurities by distillation*
After nine reprecipitations the polymer obtained from 
the polymerisation of this beasen© with vinyl acetate had a very 
high radio-active content but all other tests on the polymer e*go 
loRu$ ÏÏoFo carboa-hydrogen determination indicated an almost pura 
polyvinyl acetate showing no relationship botwèoa radio-activity 
and benzone contento Thlfâo they suggooted was due to the benzene 
containing a volatile compound of high specific activity as
impurity which was oopolyraerlsahl® with vinyl acetate* For a
©Qcond ©®ri©s of experiments the labelled benzea® was obtained
1 <3from the d©hydrogenation of cyclohexane-l-Q from which source 
a greater freedom from impurity was expected* The polymer 
obtained by polymerising this benzene with vinyl acetate in a 
ratio of lOgl for 54 hr* at 60^C with initiator concentration 
of Oo02 mole© lltre^  ^ to a conversion of 6^oB^  had an extremely 
low radio-active count g an avex’ag® content of 0*9 molecule© of 
bensen© for an averago chain length of 100 units being determined^ 
which was of th© same order a© the valu©© obtained from the 
chlorinated polymer© and they have indicated that they find 
no evidence of copolymérisation with the aromatic system*
The©© results have been obtained using stationary 
state dilatometer© and elucidating data from rates of pùlÿmeriam- 
tion and molecular weight© etc* Bengough and Ferguson however 
used a non-at&tiona'ry state thermocouple system*. They found that 
when they attempted to correlate the overall activation energio©; 
th© activation energies of propagation* termination and 
transfer* together with the kinetic lifetime© which they 
obtained it appeared more probable that a benzene unit 
added to a polymer chain radical producing a radical which
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wa© slow to r®-lnitiat© and so osus©d the retardation of vinyl 
aeetat© polymerisation in bemzen®* However althbugh this 
solution seemed quit© satisfactory they did met attempt to 
dotarmim® the number of bamsom© units quantitstlvely in 
conjunction with th© mom-etatiomary ©tat© results*
In this work* polymers containing radio-active 
bemzen© have been propared using stationary and mom-stationary 
©tat© dilatometer© and in the latt©r ©as©* the activatiom 
©mergies and kinetic lifetimes found tov© b©©m related to the 
analysis of the radio-active polymer*
Recently Mortimer and Arnold hav© studied th© r©aotio3 
of ethylene with deut©rat©d benzene* On the basis of th© isotopi? 
©ffeet which they obtained they hav® refuted the idea of 
copolymérisation occurring and maintain that the inclusion of 
b©ns©m© units in the polymer is by chain transfer. Hass and 
lus©ok have polymerised vinyl acetate in the presence of 
diphenyl and hsv© determined a chain transfer constant from 
the conventional kinetic analysis and molecular weight data*
They found their value of 604 ^ lo""^  t® be in reasonable 
agreement with one obtained by estimating the combined diphenyl 
units present in the corresponding polyvinyl alcohols by 
ultraviolet ©peotroocopyo They cônoludeUthat diphenyl behaves 
chiefly a® a transfer agent in the system while the retardation
in rat® Is probably du© to the addition of diphenyl to a vinyl 
chgvln radical to form a radical which i® ©low to reinitiate « 
However It mm®t be observed that their kinetic evidence for thie 
is rather ©mall *
PüRiTT æ
The most difficult problem associated with thios work 
been obtaining a sufficient degree of purity of the reactants 
©specially the vinyl acetate monomero
Karly work was characterised by induction periods but 
even after improved degassing techniques were used to resiov© all 
trace© of oxygen it was found that the termination reaction of 
the hulk polymerisation was not second-order with respect to the 
radical concentration io©o the intensity exponent was not 0*5 
which indicated that there were traces of chemical impurities 
present*
The moot obvious suggestions were either acetic acid
or acetaldehyde and these were located using ultraviolet
spectrosGOpjo
The advent of the gas chromatograph meant that
substances could be identified? where they were present in
sufficient quantity* by 'their retention time and both gas 
a?chromatography and ultraviolet spectroscopy have been
to Identify further substances ©og« acetone* divinyl 
acetylene and benzene which are present In the commercial 
product*
s@Bartlett and Swain attempted the purification of
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their monomer using various typoa of distillation columns 
and prepolymerising the product to different convertions*
The criterion for determining the best method was the monomer 
which under specific catalyst and temperature conditions gave 
the greatest rate of polymerisation with a negligible induction 
periodo They found that their best sample polymerised at a
oÆ. «.ârat© of ©o5 moles litre sec*"’ at 25®G when the concentration 
of the initiator? benzoyl peroxide* was 0*105 moles litre"!
4#»Hatheson ©t al used this rat® to test their finalCTRvK*»* r^CSïssw
distillateo They also compared the monomer with that of other 
workers by determining its ultraviolet spectrum against
n^hmmu® and plotting the extinction coefficient against th© 
wavelength of the incident light. They indicated that the 
main light absorbing impurities were present In the range 
2650-2750 Ao
Both th©00 criteria have been used to study the 
condition of the monomer during the various stages of preparation 
A sample of the monomer was taken at regular intex*Tals during 
the distillation a,nd its spectrum obtained* The monomer was 
collected when two successive spectra were Mentioalo Spectra 
were used as criteria since they could be obtained more rapidly 
than the rat© of polymerisation of the monomer* After two 
prepolymerisationo the final distillate was polymerised according
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to til© specified conditions of Bartlett and Swain before use 
in non-statlonary state vessels »
Benzene Purification
radio-chemical benzene prepared by the trimerisati<4ci 41 i âof G H^G H (Radiochemical Centre* Amers ham* England) has
chemical Impurity present according to gas liquid chromâtograpi
problem was to remove all the impurities present* sine*©*
according to Brietenbaoh these were responsible for the
excess radioactivity in the polymer. This was difficult because
of the small volume of benzene which had to be used in the
radio tracer experiments*
This was overcome by using the method of Hood and
Sherwood for the growth of single crystals of low melting
point solidso
The single crystals of benzene wer© grown in a
specially constructed crystallisation apparatus where the liquid
is confined in a growth tube which is slowly lowered through
a temperature gradient according to the moving vessel technique 
8$of Bridgmano
The benzene used for growing the crystals was supplied 
by British Drug Houses for molecular weight determination and
although it was claimed that the freezing point was not less than 
5o4-C this frequently fell to on standing du©* perhaps* to
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absorption of After growth in the crystallisation
apparatus the melting point rose to 5 * which ©orroBpokds to
oathe value given in the literature for the pure material *
The melting points were determined using a calibrated 
thermimter and Wheatstone bridge arrangement and from the plot o3 
fèeistanoe against time the melting point and mole percentage 
impurity present were calculated [Appendix l]*
The growth of single crystals overo&m© the difficulty, 
that Breitenbaoh experienced in purifying his radio-active 
benzene and all the benzene used throughout this work was 
purified by this techniqueo
EOTEMHTAL
Apparatus
Th© non-stationary state system consisted of a reaction 
wjsp©1 with built in themoaauples* a constant temperature bath? 
an amplifier and a recording voltmeter* â mercury vapour 
lamp supplied the ultraviolet radiation*
Bilatometers<1 t ~ iTirrri^ TTim n~~ iriir-rn
The reaction wasel was a soda glass dilatometer with
two side arms in addition to the normal stem (figol)o
The thermocouple -system^ which consisted of an© jimctloB
situated at the centre of the dilatom©t©r and a second cold
junction thermocoupl© in the side arm* was mad© by brazing
together copper and eonstantan wis*es with a silver-borax flux
to give point contact at A* Borated copper clad iron wire was
brazed to each ■ end of the copper and constantan wires so that
a seal could be mad© at E and Ü. The join of.the constantan to
the iron wire served as the cold junction thermocouple B*
In preparing the dilatometer for f illing^ j the. wir®
FG was threaded through the dilatometer and with the thermocouples
in the correct position the constrictions at S and G wer©
collapsed to give a vacuum-tight seal. It was then attached
to a high vacuum system a:id evacuated for 50 minso
The constriction at D was then slowly collapsed about . %  * ' I
EFIG 3 THE THERMOCOUPLE VESSEL
oomïtaataÉi wd^e uaing a light blue f lama o It was'
ImspeGteâ- to ©mmre that there ware, mo air pookets or bubbles 
alomg the wire sime© the aealo although liquid«»tightp was mot 
air tighto
^he dilatometer was mow ready far Calibration and was 
kept umder vacuum umtll required®
Thermostatloal Controlled Water Bath
The water bath was mad© of ?jrsE glem maà lagged with 
an expanded ebonite base and fibre glass around the sides* A 
large 2p? Heater controlled by a ¥ariac was used to_rai®e 
the temperature when required and to supply the bulk of heat 
to maintain may particular water temperatur% the discrepancy 
being provided by a low powered lamp which was operated by a 
iieroury; toluene regulator giving temperature control- of about 
-O' Co02^00
The amplifier was the $1^ 2 Tinsley DoG* type designed 
for am input impedance‘of less than 10 ohms * It was particularly 
suitable for this work a© it gave ® voltage•aMplifloatiom of more 
than 10o SoEiloFi^ s of up to 40C^ j volts im the input cifôuit 
could be balanced out by ooare© and fime balance oostrolso
'X. The temperature rise was calibrated by., means of a teat 
signal varying from OoOl volts to lOO volts as required*
The output cirouit^ j designed for a 500 ohm loadp gave a current 
of up to 10 mo ampso
The amplifier was ©Ktremely sensitiv© to ’pick up^  and 
it was found advisable to keep all ©loctrioal apparatus Oogô rela^  
©ondensers9 ©apaoitors ©to* as distant as possible from the 
instrumenta 'The ©ti2?rer rod was made much longer than normal 
so that the magnetic field of the motor driving the paddle waa 
located well above the “pick up® area and a guide was used to 
prevent the 5 ft* rod from vibrating In the tank* This meant 
that the bath ©ould be stirred during the reaction period when 
the amplifier was receiving the thermocouple voltage*
Irradiation
A 125 watt Osir^ mercury arc lamp provided the source 
of the ultraviolet light for the photochemical reactiouo To 
smooth out variations in the applied current g the lamp was 
connected to a capacitator and choke® The emitted light was 
filtered through a GEAEGE O H  filter such that 5^50 A® was the 
predominant wavelength of light*
A quick moving ©tatter operated by an electromagnet 
was placed between the lamp and the reaction vessel* The field 
of the magnet was picked up by the amplifier and the consequent 
blip on the recording chart served to mark the beginning of th® 
reaction period®
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FIG. 4 DIAGRAM OF THE THERMOCOUPLE CIRCUIT
E©©order
te r^ lliot pern r©oordteg DoGo 'woltimter .gcme a Ghart 
tra#© of the output signal from the ampllfiero A olmtoh meehamioB 
©nahlecl the ©hart ©peed to be quioklj altered from 12 inches per 
minute to 12 inches per houro (figo 4)0 
High Vacuum System
This consisted of a serie^ î ©f trap© and vacuum tested 
tap© in Pyr@% glass commacted via a mercury diffusion pump to an 
Edt^ ards rotary high vacuum pumpc
Gold trap® w®r© placed■immediately before and after 
th© mercury diffusion pumps ^ and a 3)ri©old™Ae©t©n© mixture was 
used a© coolant in both traps «. All taps and joints were greased 
with Apieson high vaouum gr©af3©Bo
Lra'SA pressure of about 10 mm» of mercury was attainedo
.mg Apparat!
The meed for purity of the solvent has be©m stressed 
and th© most convenient method to attain this is the growth of 
single crystals of the material«
^h© crystallising apparatus (figo 5) consist© of. 
a central Pyrex glass tub© A& 2| Inches in diameter along which 
th© necessary temperature gradient ia establishedo The upper 
part of the tub© was- sealed by Araldit® into the bottom of a 
two litre copper tanîc B which was lagged with asbestos cord
FIG. 5 CRYSTALLISING APPARATUS
1 Imeh In pamffin raiscture warn 8tlæred
toy a variatol© ©peed gtlrrer ‘and was heated toy a 60 watt l%ht 
toulto while the temp©ratmre of the tank wae controlled toy sv 
aercury-'toluen© regulator to within 2  0o02®Go In thi® way5 the 
t@Eiperature in â above the wooden board G Gould to© maintained at 
a temperature above the melting point of toenaemoo
â piece of e.upanded polystyrene was glued to the 
underside of G and the temperature gradient was ©établishod 
aorosB thio regiono
Th© lower end of A which was pieraed at regular
intervals protruded into a long 2 litre beaker D which was filled
with acetone and fixed to the underside of € toy a retaining 
plateo The aeeton© in the beaker which was stlrrod to maintain 
constant circulation in the central tube was cooled toy an meetone« 
dricold slush contained in a 15 litre Bewar f3,a©ko This flask 
was surrounded toy cotton wool packing and housed in a. wooden
box which also served to support board Qo
Th© toon00ne growth vessel was attached toy a piece of 
fin© thread to a Sangamo electric motor E which lowered the v©sso3 
at approximately 1 mm/hro Th© thread passed through a piece 
of glass capillary tubing in the middle of th® rubber bung which 
sealed off the top end of the central tub® âo Th© capillary 
acted as a guide for the growing vessel and also ensured that
y.
the plane of the crystal face wae horizontal during it© passage
through the temperature gr&tdient «
83Sherwood and Thomson have stated that a steep 
temperature gradient Is ©es©ntlal for the growth of good crystals< 
The temperature ©f the paraffin oi1-water wa© therefore maintained 
at 40*^ 0 while the bottom beaker wa© kept at - 7 6 by the ac©ton©« 
drioold slush and the crystals obtained using this temperature 
difference wore of good quality and optically clear»
Molting Point Appar©.tue
A freezing point curve wa© required to obtain the 
molting point of th© benzene crystal© and to deduce the mole 
fra©tiosTi impurity according to the formulae of Guggenheim and 
Prue ^ [Appendix Ij« A melting point apparatus was constructed 
to obtain this curve [l^ igo 6],
k double walled glass vessel Ap 12 inches in length
and 2o 5 Inches in diameter was evacuated to a pressure of
10 Eîsio of Hg and was sealed at its open end by mean© ©f a
Bt.49 socket and stopper « A piece of crystal was placed in a |
Inch diameter glass tub© which was supported by a cork in the 
middle of the vacuum vessel axid at a distance of 2 inches from 
the foot of ito A copper rod Op bent at one end into a series 
of %  inch diameter rings passed through a central downcomer tube 
in the Bo49 ©toppeic into th© benzene ©olutioxio The rod wa©
T O  W H E A T S T O N E  B R I D G E
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FIG. 6 MELTING POINT DETERMINATION APPARATUS
raised a&id lowered by gearing attached to am electx^ lo motor amd 
the raotiom of the rings thoroughly mixed the solution while th® 
experiment took placeo The oomneoting wires attached to th© 
standardised thermistor Dg which was placed in the middle of 
the rings ^ also passed through another domicomer tube «
The thermistor was connected into a standard Wheatston 
bridge system and th© circuit balanced using ® variable reaistanoe 
decade box and spot galvanometer*
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ao©tat©g obtalm&d iïiitialXy from Bhawlaagalm 
Ghemloml Goo tmd latterly from Distillers Company Ltdo nam 
distilled tu an atmosphere of prepurified nitrogen in a 6 fto 
wa@uum jaoketted oolumn oantaining stsinlese steel Lessing
At the top of the ooluran th© condensât© from on© of 
five water cooled fingers was taken off down another condenser 
which also condensed any further vapours which were carried over \ 
the stream of nitrogeno The condensate then passed into another 
subdivider by which it could be directed into any of four ^00 mlo 
flaskso Each flask had a mercury &eal and the whole apparatus 
was flushed out overnight with prepurified nitrogen to prevent 
any possible oxidation process of vinyl acetate in the vapour 
state. At the foot of the r^d and 4th flasks a tap enabled a 
sample of the distillate to be taken and an ultraviolet spectrum 
of the sample could be taken to study the purity of the distillate 
at these stageso Generally after 2 litres had been discarded 
200 fiilo of the.monomer were collected under nitrogen the distilla' 
tion having been conducted for 12 to 1? hôurSo
The monomer was transferred to the vacuum line 
where it was thoroughly degassed and distilled into a flask 
containing a few crystals of initiator* It was slowly polymerisei
to approximately 10^ conversion* A rotating arm was 
elevate th© flask to break the skin which normally forms on top 
of the monomero This prepolymerisation wa© repeated and the f\na 
distillât® was kept at “75®G under vacuum until required*
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11.^ 9 gm* of hydras in© ©ulphat©» 16-.2 gm.-. of cyclohexanom# mmd 
12 gsiü of potassium oyanid© were mixed in aqueous solution and 
shaken for two days* Th© disubstituted hydrasAn© separated out 
ma m yellow solid and was filtered off and mixed with 25 ml* of 
©thanol and 50 ml* dilut© hydrochloric mold* The mixture was 
cooled in melting lo© and bromine water was slowly added with 
vigorous ©tirringo The product which separated out as a whit© 
solid was recryatalliaed from 95^ ethanol to a constant ESopo of 
115*0
Growth of Bqeisou© Crystals.f ',''''r-tt'r'kwovcma ..n i i ■ i w-U'i 'i   ......   %i ifrfirmamiiimwkAfzp
The bensen© crystal was grown in m  pyrex glass tub© 
which was 6 inches longg %  inch in diameter and drawn to a fin© 
oapillmry 5 long* Th© capillary was filled by boiling a
little of the solvent in the foot of the tube and further 
bemseme added till the tub® was three quart0%'© full*
The growing vessel was then hung on the upper half 
of the central tub© A jimt above the position of the temperature 
gradient until the solvent had reached temperatur© equilibrium 
with it© surrounding©o
The tube wa© then lowered at appro2cimat©ly mm hr* 
and as the tip of the tub© passed the melting point isothermal 
nucléation occurred at the tip of the capillarjo The single 
crystal proceeded to grov? as the tub® passed through th© 
temperature gradient*
After 4""5 day® the growing tub© was withdrawn and 
placed in an acetone-dricold mixture at th© ©ame temperature as tk 
acetone in flask B* This prevented the crystal cracking due to 
thermal strain when placed in the deep frees©* The liquid 
bens©n© above the single crystal frose forming polycrystals and 
these were cut off am they contained the Impurities of the system* 
Melting Point Determination
A part of the single crystal was placed in the central 
tub© and when it had melted the stirrer wa® started* After 
condition# had stabilised the circuit was balanced using th© 
decade resistance box*
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a©©ton®“>driPoM mixture was placed round the lower 
half of the vacuum vessel mud a© the bensene slowly cooled the 
varying resistance of the thermistor was balanced using the 
decade box in the opposite arm in conjunction with the spot 
galvanometer* Resistance reading© were taken ©very minut® and 
a freezing point curve of•resietanc© against time plotted* From 
thia the melting point of the bensen© and the mol© percentag© 
impurity were calculated* [Appendix l]*
;©ro
When the dilatometer was required for us® the 
constriction at D (fig* 5) carefully collapsed under 
vacuum* Th© dilatometar was then calibrated using AoR* grad© 
mcetone* Th© acetone was then removed and the required quantity 
of initiator introduced in a solution of freshly distilled 
chloroform (anaesthetic grade) and pumped off under vacuum* 
During the©® operations the dllatoaeter was tilted to cover th© 
constriction at D with solution and minimise the possible entry 
of air into the side arm*
In most experiments it was necessary to introduce 
solvent into the diXatometor» This was done using a 1 ml* 
burette or a micrometer syringe for very small quantities*
Th© solvent was then degassed by repeated freesIng^ evacuating 
and heating to room temperature*
Purified monomer^ stored on the vaouum line was 
distilled into the reaction vessel to a predetermined level*
The dllatometer was then cooled with an acetone“drIcoM mixture 
and sealed off*
Mon-8tatlonary State Experimental Techmiqu®.
The leads F and Q were soldered to screened leads from 
th© amplifier input and narrow rubber tubes were slipped over the 
©id© arme to prevent water entering them*
The dllatom@ter wa© then immersed in a fixed position 
in th© water bath and th© maction mixture allowed to attain 
thermal equilibrium* Th© amplifier and mercury arc lamp wer© 
then switched on an left for 30 minutes to stabilise *
With a chart speed of 12 Inchesymlm* a known test 
voltag© wa® put through the circuit for 3 secs* to calibrate the 
system at the desired amplification*
Th© reaction was started by actuating the electromagn©t 
to pull the shutter asld©*
Th© rise in temperature of the reaction mixture was 
observed on the pen recorder and after 30“35 o®c@* the shutter 
was replacedp stopplEig the reaction*
From th© chart trace th© rat© of reaction and the 
lifetime of th® kinetic chain radical were obtained at on® 
temperature and light intensity* The procedure was repeated for
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different light intoneiti®® and temperatures,, each determination 
being repeated at least omee*
To complete the polymerisation took several week© and 
to prevent any dark rate the dilatoaeter was kept in ®n acetone-^  
drioold mixture overnight and during weekends* •
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Initially th© ©xtent of conversion of the reaction 
was followed dilatOMetrically until the ra©niseus in the 
calibrated central arm became distorted * Subsequently the 
conversion was calculated from the, measured rat© of reaction 
and the known dark rate* The accuracy of the final estimated 
conversion was checked by weighing a thin slice of polymerg 
pumping off the residual monomer overnight and reweighing*
The catalyst concentration for the non-stationary
cJS %state experiments was 4 x 10 moles litr®*" .
Table 1 Variation of rat© and kinetic chain lifetime with 
extent conversion at 25®G and full light intensity*
Bat© of ^ Gonversion Reaction
% moles 1. ,s*
Intercept
8
Kinetic Chain. Lifetime
5 2.3(5) 0.4(5)
10 4 ° 04 2.3(0) 0.3(6)
20 4o 11 2.3(0) 0.3(6)
50 4o42 ■' 2.4(3) 0.5(4)
40 5*50 2.4(5) 0.5(0)
30 5*39 2.6(0) 0.0(0)
60 5olS 2.9(8) 1.3(3)
A pl®t of intercept against the reciprocal of th© rate 
was drawn and the lag of th^  Instrument was obtained from the
.2I Q
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FIG. 7 TYPICAL GRAPH FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
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4^
of th© plot With th© horizontal oo^-ordlnat© a5:ila 
(F%o‘?)o Th© Islaotio ghalm lifetime was them oalo^latedo 
Th© ssoomd figmre after th© d©©iîB®l point has heem ImoltWed 
Im th© toIm© of the kimetlo Ghalm lifetime h^ .at onij ©a mm 
Indication of the moat probable' valme of the first fi^ iareg,.
©0 ^ 0  Oo4(8)Sü la most probablj Oo5 s»? amd-to facilitate thé 
deductiom of other fuamtltie©' fromT; ©ogo IS^o
.The rat® ©f rea©tlorn is relatively oomatamt until' 
about 2C0^  ©©mveraiosio It them beglma to imcreae© and attains 
a maximum value about ^0% ©omversiom The kimeti©
©halm lifetimes are also eomstamt till 20^ ooavermlohg but them 
'increase gradually aa the'termination'step becomes more difficult 
due to the-Viscosity or gel effect [FlgolOjo .The viscosity
. 0geffect v;ao first suggested by Horrlsh and Smith to ezplmim 
a promoumoed Imoresse in the rate of polymerisatlorn of methyl 
methacrylate after 10^ ©omwreiortio They suggested g that as 
the viscosity of the medium increased g the rate of 'terminâtiom 
would decrease and simd® th© rate of.propagation remains'
©onstamtg the rate ©f reaotiom will lnoreas©o This was .developed 
by Trommdorff ®t alo^wh© isiolùdecl substano©© to imcreas'© th©^  «jürnua» «ïSiS=?N>
viscosity of the polymerising medium and ©omsgmemtly obtained •
increased rates-of reactldmo Th© ^ term gel effect'* was first
used by Biàïmett and Melville’;, .'who demonstrated that th© gel
0 - 9
0*8 16 18 2 0I Q 12 14
L O G , o (  L I G H T  I N T E N S I T Y  * l O
FIG. 8 TYPICAL GRAPH FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
THE INTENSITY EXPONENT
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formed 'bf the inoreaae ±n TisooBitj of the polymeriafng 
medium caused a decrease' la the rate of termination m'&d that 
the onset of th© gel effeet could be varied using good or 
bad eolwntSo
Determination, of the Intensity Bzponent*
It is important to determine the nature of th® 
termination step in a polymérisation reaction in order to 
apply a correct or modify an existing kinetic sohemoo If9 
in a free rad leal system g termination occurs bettv©en tno 
radicals then this is termed second order termination with 
respect to th© radical concentrâtiono If termination occur® 
between a radical and a nom«fadlcal species then the reaction 
1© first Order with respect to the radical concentrâtiono 
The relation between the rate of reaction and the 
incident light intensity can b© expressed in th© following 
manna
I &m>V IT. OOllOQOOOOaOOCl06,Q00^ 1^ ^
]a
m MswJTW* M fEiÆa
#her@ is th© rat© of reaction at light - intensity
and Zg is th© rat© ®f reaction at light intensity ^
n Is the intensity ©ssponanto 
For second order termination where the m t ©  is proportional to 
square root of th® initiator concentration (equation 2) 
n 3^0 For first order tersainatlon^ since the rat© of
lO
8
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FIG. 9 BULK VINYL ACETATE POLYMERISATION. VARIATION 
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r®a©tioxi 1© proportional to the initiator oamountration n « l^o 
If th© terminatiom ©t©p is a mixtnr© of first and 
eeeond order reactions then the valm© of n will b® hetw.eem 
and loOo Th© intenBitj exponent was determined from th©
©lop© of th®. ©tra%ht line obtained hj plotting log rat© agmineit ; 
light int©nsitj [Fig* 8]o
Th© intensity of the incident light was varied by 
plaolng wire mesh screens in th© beam of light * In all cases 
the thickness of th© wire was loss then O0OO5 inches in diametero 
Th© transmission of the screens was determined using a Unlearn 
spectrophotometero By measuring the intensity of light of
owavelength 3^50 ^  falling on a photoelectric cell before and 
after a screen was inserted9 a direct reading of the transmission 
was obtained o The valum of the screens ware 6^ 0 5^ 0 4Qo5^ d 35^ 
and 24^  of th© full light intcnsityo
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Table 2 Variation of the rate and kinetic chain lifetimes 
with extent conversion at 25®C and at 489^  full light intensity.
ExtentConversion
%
Rate of Reaction*
_  _ —^ «=1 moles 1 s
Intercept
s
Kinetic Chain Lifetime 
s
5 2o87 2 . 6 ( 0 ) 0 . 5 ( 5 )
10 2o61 2 o 5 (5 ) 0 . 5 ( 0 )
20 2o77 2o6(>) 0 . 5 ( 8 )
30 2o90 2 . 8 ( 5 ) 0 . 6 ( 0 )
40 3o37 3 . 0 ( 5 ) 1 . 0 ( 0 )
50 3o)2 3 . 3 ( 5 ) 1 . 3 ( 0 )
60 3o35 4 . 0 ( 5 ) 2 . 0 ( 0 )
Table 2 indicates that the variations in rates of reaction and 
lifetimes are parallel to those at higher full light intensity» 
From the derived kinetics the kinetic chain lifetime is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the initiator concentration 
and consequently it increases with the decrease in light intensity 
Table 3 Intensity Exponents at 25*0. 1^  - Oo483
ExtentConversion Rate of Reaction x 10^Full Intensity Reduced Intensity
moles 1 s" moles 1 s"
IntensityExponent
5 3o95 2o87 0 .5 5
10 4o04 2o61 0 .5 3
20 doll 2o77 0 . 5 4
30 4o42 2o90 0 .5 4
40 5,30 3.37 0 .6 2
50 5.39 3 ,32 0 . 6 5
60 5.12 3 .5 5 0 . 6 2
Th© o^ pon^ nt indicat©© that the termination step
is second order with respect to the radical concentration till 
60^  conversion»
Table 4 Variation of th© rat© and kinetic chain lifetimefijCÜUCUTW» W-
with ©2st©at ©enversion at and full light intensity«
of 5S 10^Conversion Reaction «>â Intercept
Kinetic Chain h:
B
5 5o25 2.3(0 ) 0.5(6)
10 5.15 2.3(0) 0.3(6)
20 5o4T 2.5(0) 0.3(6)
30 5o?5 2.4(0) 0.5(0 )
40 6 .77 ' 2.4(0) 0.5(0 )
50 6o?5 2.5(3) 0.6(9)
60 7o04 3.0(2) 0,9(7)
With'an Increase in temperature from 25®G to 35®G a decrease 
in the ,®ff©©t would b© ©mpected» Howover the proportional 
increase in rat© at 55®G la ©omparabl© with that at 25®G 
although th® kinetic chain lifetimes at the later stag©® of 
conversion are smaller and the rat© is still inoreaslngo
Table 5 Variation of the rat© and kinetic chain lifetime with 
©ztent conversion at 4^®G and full light intensity^•--^ :°i^ ,'f-^ r>ii'MitÉfii|gti>rtifcmiiiT[<Trtrirfmmrnrnin—7i-'iimrTr*iir'Ti‘ihf—~ifn Tni--*-''-in"—-i' i ' <'r“i'~fn n.-r'ftii ii i ■' fr i 'i  ^ If iru n-r?—ri-fm  i mi'' i ■ ir'<n-rf-nTTnnTti-ii'm»wiiir*-wi , ir,M ,,,ii i ii> it ii iébiw.iiijwiiHimi-    owmmiTo,,
Estent Rat© of ^ Kinetic ChainConversion Reaction ’ Intercept Li.fetim©
^ moles 1 s ®
5 6o40 2o3(0) 0.3(6)
10- 6 o 46 ' 2.3(0) 0.3(6)
20 ' ■ 60 90 • 2.5(0) 0.3(6)
30 To 5? 2.3(0) 0.3(6)
40 T086 2.3(5) 0.4(0)
50 0o49 2.4(5) 0.6(0)
60 9o45 2.5(5) 0.7(2)
Th© Increase in temperature brings the résultant inoreas© 
in the rat© of reaction [Figo 9] m&d the kinetic chain lifetimes 
are again lower in the region of 40 to 60^ conversion [FlgolOjo 
Although the réaction© were not generally oarried beyond 609^ 
conversion!, a previous experimental dilatometer had shown that 
th© rate began to fall at 70^ ©onversiono Th© gel affect does 
not BB®m to be particularly large since the proportional 
at 45®G is greater than that at 25® and 55®C« 
â probable explanation for th© small gel,effect could 
that the molecular weight of the p©3y®ar was low and th© 
solution was consequently' not a©.viscouso Th© initial rat© 
of polymerisation was almost twice that of previous worker© du®
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to the greater intensity of the incident light and this would
result in lower molecular weight polymoro This is also supported
by the shortness ©f th© kinetic chain lifetimes*
Another posslbl© explanation is that th© gel effect
obtained by other workers was-increased by the presence of
impurities in their system» If this was sOp then the valu© of
k A^ . for this woE^ k should hs much greater than those quoted Vf ^
in th© literatureo Sine® they are comparablep this 
explanation cannot b© correct
Determination of the Velocity Goefficients of Propagation and 
Terminâtiono .
The ratio of th® velocity coefficients was determined 
from* the ©lop© ©f the line obtained fey plotting the reciprocal 
of th© rat© against the measured Intercept [Fig» jJ» Sine© 
the kinetic chain lifetime has been found5 the separate velocity' 
coefficients can be calculated if the rate of initiation is
*3known» The rate of decomposition was taken from th© literature 
and was given as 5,2 x XO”^  moles ^ f o r  a rat® of reaction 
of ToO^ hvo™^
This has been amended sine® the diphenyl pioryl 
hydrasyl used contained one molecule of crystallisation of 
bensen©» Assuming an initiator efficiency of Oo^ p the corrected 
rat® of initiation is 2ol7 ^ moles l“^  3 “^  at ToO^
polymerisation per hour»
5 0
Siace'th© eqmr© root of th© rat® of initiation is
proportional to the rat© of reaction^ a rat© of I4o2?^  per hour
at mro ©©aversion gives a valu® of 8»9 ^ moles 1*"^ ®
for the rate of initiation» The values of k and k. calculatedP t
using this value are shown in Table 6»
Table 6» Variation of velocity coefficients with extentaf  t:rk=a«a.nnm,w iwJiÆfæ# w
conversion at 25®0 and full light intensity»
Extent Kinetic Chain k / « k k.
Conversion Lifetime ^kf ^ ^
X 10™
3® s 1 molffl @ _a.1 mo le
5 0.43 1.43 860 6.'0(o)
10 0 .36 1.1? 1010 0.6(7)
20 0 .3 6 ■ 1.43 1240 0.6(7)
30 0.54 2.18 840 3.8(?)
40 0.58 3.08 1030 3.3(6)
50 0.80 3 .9 4 700 1.7(6)
60
1 ...... 1.33 6.2? 400 0.6 (4)
D@t@gmlma61o3:
Ofh©
@f Emargias 
relationship'
@f AQtlwtiom. 
h®te®®n a vslooity and
activation ©n®rgy may b® expressed by the normal Arrhenius
k  ^A O © SEp RT 0 on oa»OQOOOO»OOO.OQ
The overall activation energy can b© determined
rat® against th® reciprocal of the absolute
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tmmperatur© [Fig» 11J» Similarly the activation energy of
termination can -obtained from th© slop© of th© straight
lime plot of agalsiet the rooiprooal of the absolut©
kt®mp©ratur©o It oau also b® obtained by plotting log^g y
against th® reciprocal of the absolute temperature [Figol2]o
Both methods have been used to obtain a value for the aotivation
energy of termination as^ d both values have been plotted to verify
any general trend in the polymerisationo
-Since th© termination step is second order with respect
to the radical concentration the energy of propagation K j, canP
be obtained from
*P t OOOOOOOOOOOOfOOOO
Table T Variation of velocity coefficients with extentnanwgAT^ jfge^ .-;,! <u ar.mw v
conversion at 35®G and full light intensity »
r Extent Qonveralon Kinetic Ghain Lifetime #
s 10®
<ULiwu-TrtiTii»a»iiinrn«n,iHmrT*i*p«ww*iiin iwifmwiww
\  
mole 0
s 10“
1 mOl® :
5 0.3(6) 1.80 1560 0.6(7)
10 0.3(6) 1.62 1400 8.6(7)
20 0.3(6) 1.90 16 50 8.6(7)
50 0.5(0) 2.79 1250 4.4(9)
40 0.5(0) 3.08 1300 4.4(9)
50 0.6(8) 4.35 1040 2.4(0)
60 0.9(7) 6o40 760 1.1(9)
n
0 - 9
( r a t e )lO
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0 7
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FIG. II TYPICAL GRAPH FOR THE DETERMINATION OF E q
Eq = 4 6 X GRADIENT kcal.
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Table 8 Variation of velocity coefficients with extentmmtjitixssAititSàtjTmnssjr»
conversion at and full lig’ht inteasifcjo
Ik.,
piWi^ cngTfn *■ .1 fj
Extent Kinetic Chain k A. . Conversion Lifetime ^ P X 1<0
■s <1 iC3*i»1 mol© B I mol©'
5 0.5(6) 2,XI 1830 3,6(7)
10 0,5(6)' 2,42 2100 8,6(7)
20 Oo 5(6) 2,51 2180 8,6(7)
50 0,5(6) 2,68 2)20 8,6(7)
40 0,4(0) 3,40 2440 7,1(7)
30 0,6(0) 5,15 17.30 3,3(6)
60 0,7(2) 6,36 1380 2.1(7)
At all three tosnperaturo© k increases during the firstP
Vo conversion and then deoreaseo during the later stagesf of the 
polymerisation while the' velooity coefficient for termination 
remains coaataàt durrUfg the initial stages and then begins to 
decreae© «
Table 9 ‘Variation of activation energies with extent
conversion,
! Extent 
Conversion 0^
*1h> y /M a W
fui. derived 
from T
»>ii»r«Tra>A’>rta'girrgia-!gui.-jf>ia-stiatiirjjra<PCtii;i'.<Amirt*wat**ytf*sg^^a*c
E;[^, derived 
f%"om k /k.,p/ t
■ ^ koCalSo ko€?alBc. koOalBa .kocalso
5
iw -i*»ww iifrw*w **ei ► M M  eneviamwwwii4oB ' " "  2T2 ^ 4o8
10 4o5 0 0 4o5
20 4o? 0 0 A o 7
50 4o6 3 4o2 60 5
■ 4^ ^ 4o 5 6,0 7.1 To5
50 4oT 6,1 4*06 l o i
60 5o8 11,0 llo? 110 7
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FIG. 12 TYPICAL GRAPHS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF Ef 
f i )  E ^ -  9-2 GRADIENT kcal  
(2) E f -  2 (Eq-  4 -6  g r a d i e n t )  kca l
5^
between the motivation energ-^  ol* termination 
derived from the two Bonroes i© qmite reasonable 
Bisaassion of the bialk poljmerlsatioxi of vlmvl aeetatOo
Th& moot obvious feature In the bulk polymérisation i@ 
the obvious lack of gel effeot in the early stagesc Previous 
workers have noted an immediate accélération in rate especially 
at 25®G and a greater proportional increase In the rate at the 
lower temperatures 0 ^hla has not oocurrad In this work since th© 
rat© at 25®G is almost constant for the first 20^  conversion 
and the rate at 45*^  ^over the same period has increased* If 
th© gel effect was operative then the lifetimes would also 
increase and the velocity coefficient for termination shomM fall 
due to termination becoming more difficult*, Neither has 
occurred* Also monomer diffusion is not affected as kP
appears to inoreas© at all temperatures» Bine© the g^l ©ff©@t 
is a viscosity effect the, system must eonsist. of ®on@m©r 
and low molecular weight polymer and the aolution viscosity 
must be less than that obtained by previous'workers*
After 50?^  to 40^ conversion the value of begins
to decrease due to the reaction siisttur® besoming viscous 
making it more difficult for the polymer radicals to diffuse 
together and terminate* fhare is a corresponding increase im 
the value of th© kinetic chain lifetimes which one would expect
(kcal)
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from the relationship between the kinetic, chain lifetime and
the velocity coefficient of terminâti@no Theae change# ar©
reflected Im-the activation energies * With the. inorease in
the difficulty of termination of the radicals B. begins to increase
from the &©ro vain© it had during the initial ,stages of the
polymerisation while E also increaseso However the increase InP
E* does not cause any marked lowering of [Figo I4] since the»- 
i© as large a proportional Increase in the rate of reaction at 
45®G there Is. at The value of E^ therefore remains
f a Irly c ©ns-tant o
At 50 to 6G^ conversion the increasing viscosity of 
the system is reflected in the increase in value of the kineti® 
chain lifetimes and the decrease in valu© of « The value of
k also fall© due to monomer diffusion becoming more difficultyP
This is not particularly apparent from the rate of reaction since 
the fall in is sufficient to counteract the decrease in k^ o 
This is demonstrated by the fact that begins to rise since
the Increase In E compensates for the.increase in E.oP V
Therefore* Initially the bulk polymerisation of vinyl 
acetate appears to be a reaction mixture through which the 
monomer polymer chain radicals can easily diffuse and the reaction 
is then controlled by individual chemical properties. As the 
viscosity of the mixture Increases the rate of polymerisation
(kcol)
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isïcsreatoés ms it beoomes more dlffioialt for the radicals to 
diffuB© together mmd terminate* As the viscosity of the system 
increases and the concentration of monomer decreases with 
oonversioa the diffusion of monomer becomes controlled' and the 
rate of propagation falls* When this'occurs the rat© of reaction 
will begin to fall with increasing conversion*
OomparisQn ®f He suite with Literature Values'*
It is worthwhile to compare the velocity ooeffiolonts 
and activation energies obtained ©specially as there is a marked 
ieoreae© in the gel effect* 5îli© values for and k^ ar© in 
reasonable agreement with those obtained by other worker©*
Table 10 Velocity coefficients for th© ph©to«>initiated bulk 
polymérisation of vinyl acetate at 25'®Go
1 mole
Bengough and Melville
A similar comparison between the overall and'termination
activation energies demonstrates that these are in good agr®a®©mt' 
with the published literature valu©©*
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AetlwetioM. energies for the initial stages of the 
hulk polymerisation of vinyl ateetat© for the range- 25®^ to 45®^.
Reference ,  ®0,kpCalSo
amfmZA*mâÆ fiMii—rwiirantm > inrax*r;jigaaiiji!mLag&
®-fck ocals0
This work 4oS 0
4Bengough and Melvill© 4o2 1
B©ngough and Ferguson 5c8 Oo0
Burnett and Melville 4o 4 0
Dlzom™hewl0 0
4 CMath©son et al« 4o? 5o2
ThB value Of ©al©ulat©d hy Matbeeon al^  would appear to 
h® very higho This obtained from the seotor method where
there aan h® a factor of 2 in error in the determination of the 
klnetie ohain lifetime depending on th© acouraoy with whioh 
the pra©tioal ourve ©an b© fitted to th© theoretical curveso 
Apart from this result there is good agreement with the other 
literature date*
Polymerisation of Vinyl Acetate in th© Presence of Benzene*
in the following section the results of the polymerisation 
of vinyl acetate in the presence of benzene will he examined in 
an attempt to ascertain the manner in which the•solvent retards 
the reactiono The monomer was polymerised in the presence of 
2o5s 5 and 20% vjv benzene* Since it was very difficult to
duplicate th© kinetic chain lifetimes wh©r© the rat© was as low
=»â =,&a® 5 10 moles I s  mo greater dilution was attemptedo It
was also calculated that im th© presenc® of 20^ b®ns@ne most of th® 
initiator was being consumed at these lower rates though this 
will b® commented upon in the appropriate sectloBo 
The polymerisation ©f TinyJ. Acetate in the presence of 2o5 viv 
Ben^©n©o
Th© calculation to obtain the rate of p ôlymer1sat ion 
(Appendix 2) involves a knowledge of the specific heats of 
species present in the systemo While the addition of a 
quantity of solvent does mot particularly alter th® specific heat 
factor for a monomer-polymer system^ the effect is considerable 
when larger quantities of solvent are present <> It was assumed 
that th© specific heat of the miss tu re varied linearly with the 
amount of b©ns@m® presents The initiator concentration was
-§ w,i4 5S 10 moles 1 o
Table 12 Variation of rate and kinetic chain lifetime ?/itî
extent conversion at,25®C .and full intensity.
}i3£t©nt Eat© of Gonvoraiom Reaction ^ Intercept Kinetic Ql Lifetime
cai C3&moles 1 s s s
5 2o52 0o6(4) 0.9(2)
10 2 0 46 0.5(0) 0.7(2)
20 2o4? 0.5(0) 0.7(2)
50 2o75 0.4(5) 0.6(5)
40 2o 66 0.5(0) 0,7(2)
50 2o65 0.0(0) 1.1(5)
60 2o91 1.5(0) 1.8(8)
— 1
of th© addition of onlj Oo 281 moles of 
hem8@n# ie quit© markedo ï*?he m t @  of reaotion [Figol^j Is 
©on©M©mhi^ r©duo©d ,whil® th© kinetic chain lifetimes are greater 
at each particular conversion [?%« 16]« Although th© rat© 
of reaction i© retarded^ the gel effect is still presento
proportional Increas© in th© rat©p howeverla not so great 
that noted for th© hulk poljmerisation «
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FIG 15 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2 5 %  BENZENE. VARIATION 
OF RATE WITH CONVERSION
O  2 5 °C 3  35°C •  45»C
9^13 V&rlatlom, of rat® and kinetio ohalm lifetime and 
intensity e^penenet at 2 5 and reduoed light intensityo Lg » 
Oo4B5 % , a  .
Estent
inversion
Hat© of 1 Reaction^ “ 
mole© ^
linetio Chain 
Lifetime
Intens ity 
Exponent
3 lo58 1.4(4) Oo59
10 ■ - I0 6 7 1.1(5) Oo59
2 0 I0 6 5 1.1(0) Oo 6 3
3 0 lo75 1.1(0) 0 0 6 2
4 0 I0 6 7 1.2(5) 0 0 6 2
5 0 1,72 1.8(0) 0 0 6 2
6 0 lo06 2.9(6) 0 0 6 0
rate at this reduoed light Intensity is naturally
lower than at 100^ intensity while the kineti© ohain lifetimes
are correspondingly longero Although th© intensity ©sponent
is rather greater than Oo5 it would seem more prohahl© that
th© termination step is second order with rospeot to th© radical
1 D#,©anoentration a© ha© been found by other worker©« Bengough 
and Perguaom obtained an intensity ©gsponent of Oo? for this- 
partioular concentration of b©ns©n© and assumed that ml^od order 
termination was ©oourringo Howowr? ©in©© th© best intensity 
©2spon©nt obtained for the bulk polymerisation wa© Oo 54 and allowl:
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for experimental error9 the value of Go 59 oam he taken as a 
reasonable indication of second order terminâtiono It can onlj 
be assmmed that th® high intem^ity ©exponent obtained bj 
Bengough and S’erguson waa the result of some impurity being 
present in th© system
14 Variation of rat© ^ kinetic chain lifetime and
intensity ©sxpomemt at. 55®G and full 1 
Rat© of ^te tent 
Ooswcrsion Reaction ^â ^  =â moles 1 ^
linetio Chain Intensif 
lifetime .E^ p^omemi
s
3 ) o 5 2 0 . 4 ( 5 ) 0 . 6 ( 5 ) 0 . 5 9
1 0 •■ 3o3l O o 4 ( 5 ) 0 . 6 ( 5 ) 0.55
20 5  « 4 1 0 . 4 ( 5 ) 0 . 6 ( 5 ) 0.53
30 5o $ 6 0 . 4 ( 0 ) 0 , 5 ( 6 ) 0 . 5a
40 5 o 6 5 0 . 5 ( 0 ) 0 . 7 ( 2 ) 0.60
50 ) o 8 5 0 . 6 ( 5 ) 0 . 9 ( 4 ) 0 . 5 9
60 4 o l ? 0 . 9 ( 3 ) 1 . 3 (4 ) 0.67
i'h© rate of reaction [Pigo I5] ®-t 55®^ is greater than 
at 25®G for similar condition© while the proportional drop in 
rat© compared with the bulk polymerisation i© the sam© for both 
temperatureso The kinetic chain lifetimes are again greater at 
all conversions than those of the bulk polymerisation [Figol'6]a
61
Sabi® 15 Variation of rata, kinetic chain lifetiaia and
intensity ©xponent at 4 5 and full light intensity^
Extent
syRt» ■ssr*n«*eei
Rat© ©f  ^Oonv©r@ioa . Reaction==i s
Kinetic Chain Lifetime
\ 6
IntensityExponent
_  — 4.22 0.5(0) 0.61
10 4=36 0.5(0) 0.63
20 4.45 0.5(0) 0.59
30 4.63 0.5(0) 0.55
40 4.81 0.6(5) 0.64
50 5.24 0.7(2) 0.60
$0 5.70 1.0(0) 0.67
kinetic chain lifetime© follow a similar pattern to those 
in the bulk polymerisationo They are constant till 30^  conversion 
when they begin to increaseo They are» of course  ^greater than 
the values obtained for th© kinetic chain lifetimes of th© bulk 
polymerisation at th© sam© convertione Th© increase in th® 
kinetic chain© lifetimes at the later ©tag©© of conversion would 
indicate the occurrence of a ©light gel effecto
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Tafol© 16 Variation of velocity coefficients with extentITKiKî2jrÛÏ3LTr3SCÎ5iÜtm
conversion at 2$®G and full, illuminatioBo
k_ ê _ k K* 3sD tConversion p/. z 10H mole
)
i3St^ ca^
5 2oIl 280 1.3(2)
10 X 0 46 520 2.1(6)
20 10 42 5X0 2.1(6)
30 I08O 480 2.6X7)
40 I085 400 2.1(6)
50 2o97 250 0.8(0)
6o 5olI 160 0.3(2)
M#WWI*1MWWM4WW#
Both and follow a similar pattern to that followed- by the 
corresponding velocity coefficient© in th© bMlk polymerleatlomo 
Th® valu© for the velocity coefficient of propagation ri©@® from 
the initial stages of th© polymerisation till about 405^  
©OQverelon whom it beglma to decr©as©o Both co©fficiente haw 
lower valu©® than in the bulk polymerisation Indicating that- 
both propagation- amd termination steps are not occurring as 
©asi
Table 17 Variation q S velocity coefficients with extent
conversion at 35®® and full Illumination,
ExtentConversion z 10®
1 mole” s”^
X 10
CT.ÎI raâI mole 8
5 2o00 530 2.6(7 )
10 2.43 650 2.6(7)
20 I069 450 2.6(7)
30 2o06 730 3 .5(4 )
40 2o5l 540 2.2(6)
50 3o30 420 1.2(8)
6o 5o2? 330 0.6(5)
Table 18 Variation of velocity coefficients with extent
conversion at 45®G and full illumination ^
ExtentConversion X 10®
1 raol©'^
x 'lo
rai ■1 mole B
5 2 01^ 950 4 0 4 C 0 }
10 I085 625 3.3(7)
20 2o62 1150 4.4 (0)
30 2.11 930 4.4(0)
40 2.94 783 2.6(7)
50 3.51 760 2.1(6)
60 5.67 623 l.l(o)
Th© velocity coefficients of propagation and termination 
at 35® amd 4 5 exhibit a similar pattern with respect to their 
counterparts in the bulk polymerisationo
Th© activation energies for thie polymérisation were 
derived from the same source© as those for th© bulk polymerisation
E can be derived from E« EP 0 sine© W0 have assumed
that th© termination step is In fact second order with respect 
to the radical concentrationo
Tabl© 19 Variation of activation energies with ext.mt conversion «
Extent P Ih from t ^
kcoala
®t 3^foa kj
kooal
5 5o4 9c4 llo2 9o?
10 5oT 8o9 6 o 4 @o5
20 5o3 8o7 6o8 6o3
30 5o2 7o7 4o9 6o5
40 6oO BoO 3o9 SoO
50 6o5 IloO 0o9 9ol
60 6o9 12o9 llo9 llo9
would appear to be a larger variation in E% derived from 
the two different ©ources than there was for th® bulk polymer Isa' 
tion [Vigo l?]o
formally i© obtained from th® plot of *—  against
1 5
lO
kcol
5
O
3 0  4 0
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FIG. 17 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2 - 5 %  BENZENE. VARIATION OF ACTIVATION  
ENERGY OF TERMINATION WITH CONVERSION
Ef FROM Y  ^  Ef FROM ^
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the reciprocal of the absolute temperatureo Kowenrer thie 
value of T  Is obtained from onlj on© point on the plot of 
against the measured intercepto It ?^ as thoug-ht that it would 
be better to obtain an average result from the slope of this
straight line rather than an individual result for a single point
on itc The value of is then obtained bj solving the two 
s imple © quations : «
%  - s  T Z.
is th© value of E - E. obtaimd from the slope of the straightP %
line plot of against the reciprocal of the absolut©
temperature» Any error In selecting the correct line from the 
'1plot of r against th® measured intercept or in determining 
the overall activation energy Eg [Fig,18] will consequently b© 
reflected in the final value of E.^5
Discussion of th® Polymerisation of Vinyl Acetate in the Presence 
of 2o5 vfv Benaene»
The most striking feature of the polymerisation is the 
marked decrease in th© rat© of reaction for the addition of such 
a small quantity of solvent. At all three t©mp©raturas the initial 
rate is only approximately ^  of the corresponding bulk polymerisa­
tion rat©o The gel effect Is still operating in the system 
for the rates of reaction increase with conversiono The values 
for th© kinetic chain lifetimes are greater than the' corresponding
(kcal)
O 3 0I Q 20 6 04 0 5 0
FIG. 18
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VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2-5 %  BENZENE. VARIATION OF ACTIVATION
ENERGY Eo WITH CONVERSION
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TOlMes in the talk pol^ ymerisation but exhibit the ©ara© pattern
of behaviour 1*®o the valu© remains constant till about 40^
©enversion when they be^in to increaseo
There is also a very close resemblance when th©
velocity coefficients of propagation and termination are
©oneiâereâo They are lower In value than their counterparts
in the bulk polymerisation but rise and fall in a similar mannero
A comparison between the activation energy of termination
for the two systems illustrât©® that th© addition of the solvent
radically alter© the polymerisation procès©o For the initial
stages of the bulk polymerisation is jseroo But for the
addition of benzene varies between 10 and 6 kocalsa?
although the dotted line in Figol7 indicat©© a more probable
value for E.^ at these initial stages of eonversiono Since Eq
is slightly gxeater than for the bulk polymerisation this
represents an increase of at least 3 kocal©^  in K o This riseP
in E and E> indicates that th© addition of solvent makes th©P b
propagation and termination steps more difficult « This would 
appear to b© indépendant of th© gel effect since th© pattern 
followed by the velocity coefficients is similar to that of 
th© bulk polymerisatiouo
Polymérisation of ¥inyl âootate in the presence of 5f^ v| v Bongs®ne 
The concentration of bemg@ne was increased from 
to y$} to obtain the effect of bems©me concentrât lorn on th© 
rat© of reaction and the kinetic ohain lifetimeo The specific 
heat of th® mixture was corrected for the presence of the solvant 
and th© true rat© of reaction obtalnedo
Table 20 Variation of rate^ , kinetic chain lifetime and
intensity exponent at 25^ 0 and full light intensity;
EsstentConversion Hate of Reaction^ Poles 1”
Kinetic Chain 
lifetime s
IntensityExponent
5 lo9T 0.7(2) Oo66
10 1.B4 0.7(2) 0.65
20 lo74 0.7(2) 0.60
30 lo85 0.7(9) 0 .62
40 2o05 0.8(7) 0 .6 0
50 2o 06 l.o(o) 0.58
6o 2o20 1.8(0) 0.60
There is a further decrease in the rate of polymérisation with th© 
imci'easG in concentrât lorn of th® solvent *> The initial rate of 
polymerisation is now ^  of the rat© obtained for th© bulk 
polymerisation at a aimilar conversion [Figo 19]« Although there 
ie a fui'ther reduction in the rat© th© addition of further 
solvent has mot ©radicated the gel effect « There is still ai 
increase in the rate of polymerisation although Bengough and
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FIG. 19 VINYL ACETATE PLUS BENZENE. VARIATION
OF RATE WITH C O N V ER S IO N
O  2S°C @ 3S°C 4 5 ° C
Ferguson did not obtain thiSo
The value of the kinotie ehaln lifetime appears i 
have inoreased slightly with the addition of more solvent 
is again o®n®tant during the initial stage© of polymérisation 
[Figo20jo The intensity e^^ponent is in the region of Oo6 and the 
termination reaction is assumed to be second order with respect 
to the radical concentration^
Table 21 Variation of rate^ kinetic chain lifetime and intensity 
exponent at and full light intensity*
SortentConversion
fo
Kate of Reaction
moles 1
7Z 10^ Kinetic Chain Lifetime IntensityExponent
5 2.68 0.5(a) O065
10 2,, 40 0.5(0) 0.62
20 2.44 0.6(1) O06O
50 2 064 0.6(8) 0.57
40 2.85 0.7(2) 0.5?
50 5o02 0.6(5) 0.58
60 5.26 1.5(0) 0.55
Th© drop in the initial rat© of polymerisation is 
maintainedo The rate however continues to increase with 
conversion &o the gal effect is still operating on the system, 
Th© kinetic chain lifetimes would seem to have 
decreased when compared with the corresponding valu©© at
oL I F E T I M E
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FIG. 2 0  VINYL ACETATE PLUS 5 %  BENZENE. VARIATION OF  
KINETIC CHAIN LIFETIME WITH CONVERSION
O  2 5 °C  3  35°C #  4 5 ° C
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2o5?^ bemsem© « Gomslderlng th© qtto^ which is
Involved Im th© system it seems sore probable that th© values 
for 2o5^  and 5^  benzene are th© same at all thr©© teraperatur©®
[ F i ^ s  1 6  a n d  2 0 J o
Table 22 Variation of rate@ kinetic chain lifetim© and 
intensity ©ssponont at 45®G and full li^ht intensityo
Conversion Hats of . ^  Kinetie Chain Reaction ' Lifetime
" . .. .
Intens ity Exponent
moles l" s  ^ ®
5 5o45 0.4(5) 0.62
10 3.16 0.5(6) On 59
20 3.3s 0.5(0) Oo39
30 3o66 0.5(0) Do 61
40 3.74 0.6(5) Oo53
50 4.26 0.6(5) Go 60
6o 4.57 1.1(5) Do 60
Table 23 Variatiom of velocity coeffieismts with«4C CTiTt;jf%winMiy-ilirg^tHBiM extent
conversion at 25®G and full light intensity
EztentConversion
fo
p^/k. X 10^
I mole s
K 10 
mS1 mole B
■5 2.2
10 lo^l 280 2.2
20 IcIS 250 2.2
30 lo40 300 1.8
40 I068 250 1.5
50 I083 200 1.1
6o 3083 130 0.3
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The treml that the results at 2 ©5^ anê h eusse si©
ar© similar W  malmtalmeé in the wlocitj Qoeffiaieato ©sp©0iallj 
with respeet to
Table 24 Variation of velocity oaeffi©i©ntB with eztemt 
Gonvereiom at and full light Inteusitjo
Estent 2c /. ,  ^ k It. x lo"'^ioa ^'S " , A i^ 1 fflol® s“ 1 mol® ” s”
g*f*ft^^ r*>»-iiiniT>'.i4 JTl -■^i»ft>i:n>n knw*A:%i J)o45 1.06 555
10 IflQ 485 4-4
20 1.44 450 5„0
30 1.82 455 ■ 2.4
40 1.85 400 2.2
50 1.98 530 2.7
éo 4.70 235 0.5
Tabl©.25 Variation of velocity ©o©ffi©i©ut© with extent 
Goweraion at 45^0 and full light intensity
o o S “ L .  “J k  « !“•
a ~ , <=^  ft1 mol© s 1 mole ©
5 3.0 6o 960 6oO
10 1*60 TOO 4* 4
20 lo6g 720 4o 4
go 1cB6 820 4*4
40 2*62 TOO 2o7
50 2*65 710 2o7
6o 5o21 440 0o6
Il '
Comparison between the veloeltj ©o©ffiaients at 35  ^
a M  45'^G for 2*5 and 5*0^ bensene confirme that any difference 
in F.alme for a particular Gonversion ie within experimental 
error* The activation energies and [Flge 21 and 22] 
ae would be expsetadp are also comparable [Figs* 21p 22 with 
FigSo 17 and 18]*
Table 26 Variation of activation energies with extent conversion*
t^ îï.ïtî.-t&«-vwrz*= ffcUfefjj«ATa
a rttvtf a. «*m\* ji yAf; ww# -<*'ExtentConversion%
%o
kocals0
from T
koCalcc
f r o m  k p f k
kocalso ■
5 5c 7 9o8 8 c 5
10 6 . 1 608 BoO
20 606 608 6o6
30 606 6 * 7 llo I
40 6o3 5o? Sol
50 To3 ToO 7 * 8
60 7oS QoS 9 * 5
Thé only obvious difference between thè polymerisation 
of vinyl acetate in 2 r beuEsene and 5^  ^bensen© i© a definite 
reduction in the rate of polymerisationo The percentage of 
benzene in the reaction mixture was therefor© increased to 
20^ to find the effect ©f this larger dilution of the monomaro
k^ca
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FIG. 21 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 5%  BENZENE. VARIATION OF ACTIVATION 
ENERGY OF TERMINATION WITH CONVERSON
Ef FROM ^  Ef FROM k j
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Poljraerl'satioxi of Yinyl âcetate ±n the prosenoe of 20^ vSv 
Beïiîâfânoo
'3îho addition of f^o benKiemo in plac© of 2^5^ honsene 
to vinyl aoetato aausod a cloorcas© in the rate of reaction hut 
the other physlcaJ. properties did not alter very signifi©antlyc 
âlsOo with these very small quantities of solventj> the dilution 
offset was very s light « To study this effe<otp and in an attempt 
to alter the kinetle chain lifetimes » etc, vinyl acetate was 
polymerised in the preeenee of 20% vfv hansene with an initiator
concentration of 4 10 moles 1™*
Table 2T* Variation of rate* kinetic chain lifetime and intensity
exponent at 25*0 and full light intensity.
Eztent Rat© of Kinetic Chain Conversion Reaction hifetim© Intensi'SyliJtponant
% moles 1 a
Wftfl*»' anIiMtfAf*»JiTTaw8l»r»*'* T-^JO*
m
5 5o54 1.1(0) 0.71
10 4*71 1.3(7) 0.69
20 3o63 1.4(4) 0.65
50 3.25 1.2(3) 0.63
40 2.82 1.1(5) 0.63
50 2.48 1.6(2) 0.58
60 2 .15 2.9(0) 0 .51
The trend in the previous rates of reaction is reversed 
by the increased addition of solvento The gel effect^ which
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caused the increase in the rate of polymerisation has apparently 
been suppressed and the ra.t© of reaction falls from aero 
conversion [Figo 23]o The continuous fall in the rat© of 
reaction is surprising* However^ the rate of reaction at this 
dilution is eirtremely low and consequently the initiator may he 
partially consumed as the reaction proceeds* If we assume that 
mn overall rate of reaction of 5 % 10 moles I s is 
applicable for all three temperatures and all intensities of 
incident ligh\ thsn the time to reach 40% conversion
hr* p since 5 % lO^  moles '
is equivalent to 2oOj^ % polymerisation hr~^  <.
Substituting for an initiator concentration of 4 z 10 
moles and a rat© of initiation of 2 ss 8o9 moles s'
in the equation I 2 k^[inltiator] xie obtain a value of
loll 3£ lO'"' for where Is the velocity coefficient for
the decomposition of the initiator* The concentration of the 
initiator ©an he obtained from the equation for a 1st order 
reaotioup namely 0  ^G^o where Gq is the original catalyst
concentrâtiono From thlsg at 40^ conversion^ the catalyst 
concentrâtion ia lo67 mole© o Since the rate of reaction 
is proportional to the concentration of initiator to the power ^  
the decreaao In the rate may he a result of tala loss of 
initiator In the oyatemo
The rate of reaction is also proportional to the concentra- 
tion of monomer* This will decrease as the conversion
lO
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FIG 23 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2 0 %  BENZENE. VARIATION  
OF RATE WITH C O N V E R S IO N
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FIG 24 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2 0 % ,  BENZENE
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increase® and ©o a ©orreotion mu.^ t ba applied for this’ effect o 
Consider the mte at S0% oon¥ereions«
e a i <E,âthe rate of reaction at 6ofo conversion  ^2ol5 moles 3," §
at s©ro ©onversioiig the monomer is QOfo of the reacting miztmre? 
therefore at 6ofo conversion9 the monomer la '^ 2% of the reacting
m:bsture o
Therefore the rate ^corrected for the decrease in monomer 
concentration 2oI$ % ‘fê- moles
moles 1'
If we assume that the initiator concentration has fallen to 
,81 % 10 moles 1 at 60^ conversion^ applying a further correction 
the rate of reaction  ^5«>5?
Oil lOoT mo] csâ
Table 2B Hates of reactions at 2^ *0 and full light Intensity■■M'luniran
corrected for a decrease in monomer and initiator concentration*
E2st©nt Oonvorsion Original Bat© 10®Hates X 10® after correction for monomer concentration
Hate X 10®after correction for initiator and monomer concentration
fo «âmoles X s i=â «S cS. e»âmoles I B moles 1 &
0 6o4 60 4 6o4
10 4o71 5o2 5*^
20 3b63 4*5 5*3
30 3*25 4o6 5oO
40 2 o82 4o7 606
50 2o4B 5oO 8ol
60 2cl5 5*4 lo’oT
?5
To ®5splain this table of results it i® necessary to 
mssame initially that the initiator concentration is constant 
throughout the reaction* If the dilution effect of the solvent 
is sufficiently great to suppress the gel effect the actual 
rate of reaction should fall gradually from %ero conversion 
due to a fall in monomer concentrationo However.§ after correcting 
for thi© effect the rate of reaction still tend© to fall from
00 aA trsâthe Initial rat© of 604 % 10 moles 1 © « It should h©
noted that the plot increases after a minimum at 50% conversions 
Considering the original calculation In this section 
it seems reasonable to correct for a loss in initiator concentra» 
tion* The chief problem associated with this calculation is 
determining the Initiator value at any particular conversiono If 
17© assume that the concentration of initiator has fallen to I % 10 
mole® 1 9 mt 60% conversion the corrected rate of reaction is
the on© shown in the above table io©o 10oT moles l” ©” * If 
we assume that the concentration at 60% conversion is 
2 E 10 moles 1 the corrected rate of reaction is
caS c a i604 moles 1 s * It can be seen that the corrected rate is
very sensitive to the choice of initiator concentration*
The increase in the rat© of reaction after 509^  conversion is nmt
more noticeable and indicates that the gel effect in the system 
has not been entirely suppressed despite the fact that bensea©
is B good solvent for polyvinyl acetateo It is difficult to
gauge the extent of the effect since the increase is dependant 
on the initiator concentration ohoraeno
Du© to the inaccuracy involved 9 the corrections for the 
decrease in monomer and initiator concentration© have only been 
applied to the results in Table 27 to demonstrate that the gel 
effect may still be operating on the ©ystemo
The Increase in solvent concentration resulted in an 
increase in the values of the htotic chain lifetime [Figo25]o At
. most conversion© a value for which was in reasonable agreement
k' /with on© derived from ^yk^ ^  could b© obtained from the calculated 
lifetime®o But at 50% and 60% conversion the values of the 
kinetic chain lifetimes at 25®0 were too low to comply with those 
at 55^0 and 45^0 at # similar conversion* Therefore, the values 
of the kinetic chain lifetime which are quoted In Table 27 at 
50% and 60% conversion are interpolated from the plot of ^
against the reciprocal of the absolute température*
During th© initial stages of polymerisation the value 
of the intensity exponent is rather high for the termination step 
to be second order with respect to the radical concentratiouo It 
was assumed that thi© was due to trace impurities and that the 
termination step was still second order*
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FIG. 25 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2 0 %  BENZENE. VARIATION OF KINETIC
CHAIN LIFETIME WITH CONVERSION
O  2 5 ° C 3  35°C 4 5 ° C
Table 29 Variation of 
and Intensity exponent
rate of 
at 35*G
reaction* kineti© ohain lifetime 
and full light intensity.
Extent Rat© of « ® 10 Kin©ti© Chain ÎBtonsâtyConversion Heaction Lifetime Espoaeat
„ «=& moles 1 m m
5 6,77 0.6(5) 0.59
10 6*45 0,9(0) 0.63
20 5o56 1.1(5) 0.59
30 4,99 1.0(5) 0.60
40 4,4^ 0.8(0) 0 .5 0
50 4o16 1.2(3) 0.53
60 5*59 2.1(0) 0.56
theæa i© an apprsoia'bl© drop in the rat© of reaction as the 
ôonvorslon inor©aB0s [Plgo2^j and th© amm© @orr©@tiona apply to 
thiê âs tô th© d@©r©a©© at 25®Go ThB klnotlo ©hain lifetime© 
ar© greater than tho©© fonnd for a b©ns©n© oolutiono %h@ 
assi^ mptioxij, that th# termination step is still second order nith 
reppeot to th© radical aona©ntrationp is verified by the intensity 
©ssponents obtained*
Tabl© 30 Variation of rat© of reaatlonp kin©tie ohain lifetime 
and intensity ©xponant at 45^G and full light intensity.
Extmmt Eat© ®f ss Kimetl© Chain IntensityConversion Eeaotion “* Life tin© Exponent
^ moles 1° s
5 9=64 0.3(6) 0=59
10 8=83 0.6(7) 0=59
20 7=64 0.8(0) 0= 54
30 7=3& 0=7(2) 0= 54
40 6.76 0.6(5) 0=55
50 6=37 0.0(0) 0=56
60 5.S0 1 ,4 0=58
A similar daeremee in rate is obtained at 45°C and the kinotl© 
ohmln lifetimes are greater than with 5^ bengem#, The intensitj 
exponent© are in aooord with aeoond order termination*
Table 51 Variation of Velocity coeffi©i©nt® at and full
light intensity*
o Z Z L  ‘ » K  •  >“ »
70 1 mol© s 1 mole s
5 6.73 62 9.2(9)
10 Î.04 42 5=9(9)
20 5=2? 28 5=4(1)
30 2 . 9 0 4 1=3(5)
40 2=09 , 18 8 .5(0 )
50 1=58 ? 4=2(8)
60 3.15 4 1 = 3(4)
walmee for the TOloeitj ©@©ffioi©at® sr© lower tham the 
©orresponâia^ values at heusene indioatthat the propagation 
and termination ©teps have heoom© more difficult hj increasing 
the © one a nt rat i on of solvent»
%ble 2^ Variation of. veloeit^ r coefficients at 35^^ and full 
light intensity^
E5St»tOonversion
ii
X 10® %
1 mol© ©
k. K 10 
1 mole 8
5 2.91 70 2.6(7)
10 7.61 105 1.3(9)
20 T.9& 70 0.8(5)
30 6.30 70 1.0(2)
40 4.39 75 1.7(5)
50 5.51 40 0.7(5)
60 6.70 17 0.2(5)
fahle 33 Variation of velocity coefficient© at 4 5 and full
light intensity*
EsstentOonversion
f-
\ / \  3Ï 10® \
1 mois 8
% 10
c=& C3&1 mol© B
5 5.0) 440 8.6(8)
10 5.99 150 2.5(0)
20 6o80 120 1.7(5)
30 5o33 113 2.1(4)
40 5*02 135 2.6(8)
50 5*19 90 1.7(5)
^0 6o32 4°o 0.6(0)
8 0
ooeffleioate at 35^0 l3em that the
add it lorn of fwthar solvent make© the propagation amd termination 
steps more dIfflemito This is also reflected in the val^ee of 
the aotlvatioB energieso
fahle 54 Variation of activation energies vjlth es?:t^ nt oowerslon,« Ut if ^VffivSaU W
f Eastcnt F>^
Conversion
E A, from“ \/ k, from t'*
"1
yf î k o  c a l s . k o  c a l a . k o o a l c a
5 5 c 4 7 * 2 1 2 o 0
1 0 6 o l g u i I 5 ü 0
2 0 7 o g g o g 1 2 o 0
^ 0 B o l 5 o l I 0 o 3
4 0 © o é I I o 8 3 l O o 4
§ 0 9 o 3 l g o 2 1 2  o O
é o 9 o 1 î > o 4 1 2  o O
ll%0 overall activation onargy of the system imoreaaa# with
extent conversion [Fig^Sé]» At some aonveraions the
difference between the values of E. derived from k fk, miê, !&..tb P/ w .
dorived from T are %uite appreciable {Fig^Sfj although th@ general 
trend :W again of am increase la value with oomvereiomo îïo 
actual lime has been draim ohowimg the vïariation in Iù_^ with 
comveralomo Insteadg it is eomsldered eor© reasonable to assume
that the valu© of B* at any particular conversion will be in the 
area bounded by the two broken lineso 81mo@ the overall 
activation energy an.fl the activation energy of termination both 
imcrease with oomversiom.>E^  must also follow this pat terme
(kcol)
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FIG 2 6  VINYL ACETATE PLUS 20° /o  BENZENE. VARIATION 
OF ACTIVATION ENERGY E^ WITH CONVERSION
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the second deeimal figure beem quoted 
regularly for klmetl© ohmlm llfetlme^^ r&tea of reaction aud 
velocity ooeffioiente tn all seotioasp little rellaao© ©an b© 
placed upon ito It has been included to give an indication of 
the valu© of the nezt digit and to facilitate the ©aloulation of 
further quantities ©ogo the overall activation energy and the 
activation energy of terminâtiono
5?he non^etatlonary etat© results have been reviewed in 
section® determined by the concentrations ©f solvento I'he 
variation in physical constants at particular conversions for 
varying concentrations of solvent will be demonstrated in 
the discussion of results «
Measurement of the Transfer Constant for the Reaction betneem 
Vinyl Acetate and Benmen®.
The rati© of the velocity ooeffioient of transfer to 
velocity coefficient of propagation is termed the transfer
constant and is often denoted by C o 
If the transfer reaction is 
m° 8 P -Î- 8° Rafe® k%g[S°][a]
kthen the transfer constant 8_ 3^ ts/k.0
The polymerisation of vinyl acetate in the presence 
@f various quantities @f bensea® was carried out at different 
temperatureso From the transfer constante at thee© temperatures
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a valu© for th© activation energy of transfer was obtained, 
The following method of .deriving an equation to 
determine G vmm developed by Mayo o
degree of polymerisation DP ia the ratio of the rate 
of growth of the polymer chain to the rate of termination of the 
chainp
io8« DP «    ..(22)
V [ h °3Js 3 4.
wher© velocity coefficient of monomer transfer. (The
other symbols have already been defined)®
1%From equation (l) [H  ^ . y
A  „ IB} _ k.
oc o
bet gp ^ The degree of polymerisation when [S] o , 
k^siVa
m  " s u r ”  " r -  '0 pL -» p
SuDs-fei-ïuting gg- in equation (23) givos0
-  •“o
“[ir "
Miua if ^  is plottefi against a line of slop©
o o o o o o o
G_ will b© obtained,
B©for© ©an fea determined th© molecular weight of th© polymer 
has to b© foundo The following section â©0©r:lb©0 how this was
Determination of Molecular Weight© of the Polymer^
The intrinci© vio©o©ity  ^  ^ of a dilute polymer solution
is related to the weight average molecular weight of the 
polymer by the modified StandInger equation which i© esjprossed
li
where 1C and oj are constants fçr the polymero 1 vent oymtemo
The vioeoolty of a p«^ lym©r ©olution ©an he ©5spre©o©d in 
term® of the time taken by the solution to flow thrsugh a narrow 
capillaryo The rati® of th© flow time t for thm solution
to the flow ti'jie for the solvent give® the relative viaoosity, 
and the ©p©©ifi© vloooeity c, ^
The ratio of the spooifi© viooosity to the concentrât ion of th© 
polymer9 espreseed in gm^^ lOO ml® ^ is then plotted againat the 
@ om© © ntrat i on ®
I[1.Bine© 1 M ^  {c3 M m^ * G“l>0 G
the Intrinsic viscosity is obtained by 0;^ trap® 1st ion to ^ero 
©on©ontrati on «
From light scattering measurements of a series of 
low conversion polyvinyl acetates9 both fractionated and
S'?unfractionated9 Stockmayer and Howard obtained the following 
equationsÎ
log  ^50*44 lo4 log ^ ^  9 00000000(25)
where . viscosity average molecular weight
Mv ’it «K ,f ^ f 00.000.00(26)
where *3 number average moleculareweight
from the©© derived the relationship that
®^ si " 5=24 « 1.40 log [^ j3 .
The number average degree of polymerisation was obtained from
this relationship and plotted against i2l to obtain the[M]chain transfer constant 0^ .
gSxporimantel Determination of Transfer Constants<>
The polymerisation ezporimente were carried out in 
ordinary dilatometors of approximately 15 ml® capacity and 
lo 5 mm® veridla stems® The dilatometer© were calibrated with 
acetone (AoE® grade reagent) and the initiator introduced in a 
chloroform solution such that' the initiator concentration was 
4 2E lo moles 1 0 The solvent wa© pumped off on the vacuum 
line and a known quantity of purified benzene added to the 
dilatometero This warn thoroughly degassed by freessingp evacuating
0 5
and heating up to %'0©m temperature until all the air was removed* 
The required quantity of monomer was then distilled into the 
dllàtometer which was sealed under vaquum® The vessel was 
placed in a thermostatically controlled bath and the polymerisation
taken to be about 7^ qonversioxio That data of Starkweather and 
8 0Taylor and the interpolation of Matheson were used to
calculate the densities of vinyl acetate monomer and polymer 
and from this it was calculated that at 25®C^100?S conversion 
was equivalent to 22*1^ contraction®
The contents of the dilàtometar^vinyl acetatep bonsen© 
and polymer were dissolved in 100 ml® of b©ns©a© [a <>Ro grad© 
reagentj in a 1 litre round bottom flask® The solution was 
frozen on the sides of the flask by rotating it in an acetone- 
dricold mixture®
The flask was attached to the vacuum line and evacuated^ 
The benzene sublimedg taking with it the residual monomei»ic vinyl 
acetate while the cooling induced by the sublimation kept the 
laiKturb frozen on the sides of the flask® After 6 hr® the flask 
was removed from the vacuum line and the polymer was free from 
benzeneo , .
The polymer had been originally precipitated to remove
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any initiator but it was found that this mad© no diffor©n©© to 
th© intrinsic viscosity.
ViaoQgIty Measurements®
A .known weight of polymer9 about O0O5 gra®9 was dissolved 
in 50 mlo of acetone [AoR® grade reagentJ and filtered® The 
intrinsio viscosity of each polyn^ er was determined using a 
Ubbelohde visaometer modified so that the polymer solutions could 
b© diluted in situ®
PiSoleoularTeraperatur© ïntrinsiè Viscosity Weight X 10^ ' ^ ‘
' 2„Î5 5.07 0
25®G 1.93 4 .3 6 2.5 11 .5
I068 3.58 5
........... ......... . ,........
1.10 1.99 20
2.16 5.11 5
55«C 1.41 2.81 15 11,0
0.99 1.71 2§.....
2.21 5.27 2 .5
45®C 1.74 3.76 5 12.0
1.12 2 .03 20
From Fig® 28 it will b© seen that the plot of 
against the reciprocal of absolut© temperature is a horisonal 
line*
2L O G  C s
O 3-1 3 2 3 3
FIG 28 D E T E R M I N A T I O N  O F  Ep -
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It /is th© æa&io of ixy k » Vising the Arrhenius relationship
that k K) A©  ^ p th© equation
log&o pSp  ^ frjo^ EO? (^ p “ GonstantgOan W  daTelopod^
where Is the activation of the transfer reaction*
Therefore^ if Xo^^q G© is plotted against the reciprocal of th© 
absolute temperature g a value of B  ^B. can b© obtained fromP teJS,
th© gradient of the straight line [Flgo28]»
From th© plot,B  ^B. £^0P t r
From th® bulk polymerisation B c? 4oQ kooalso
A  ^tr koOsla*
8 8
RABIOACÏIITE TRACER EXPERIMENTS
Vinyl acetate ^as polymeriaed in th© presence of radio 
active beasone to determine quantitatively the number of benzeneI
molecules present in each polymer chaino The variation in th© 
results of other workers has already been discussed and in this 
case the radio bensone was purified by the growth of a single 
©rystalo
Experimental Details*
Oo3 Mille»ouries of benaene, prepared from the44
trimérisation of CHSOH» was supplied by the Radio-Chemical 
Centre, Amershampin a break seal ampouleo This was attached to 
the vacuum line by a BI4 oone and the space above the break-seal 
evacuated 0 15 mlo of inactive beneene, purified by single
crystal growth, was degassed in a neighbouring reservoir on the 
vacuum line* The break seal was then broken using a stainless 
steel ball bearing and the inactive benzene was distilled into the 
ampoule using liquid nitrogen as coolant* The solvent was then 
distilled to and fro between the reservoir and the ampoule to 
ensure that the I5 mlo of benzene contained as much activity as 
possibleo
Two crystal growth tubes, approximately lo5 cmo in diameter 
were filled with the active solvent and single crystals grown as 
previously described* One of the crystals obtained was used for
this series of experiments while the other was stored in a deep 
freeze for future use*
5 mlo of active bensen© from the single crystal were 
added to a 25 mlo graduated vessel and made up to the mark with 
inactive purified benzene and this solution provided the solvent 
for the polymerisation experiments* This was an extremely active
sample and was to© active to calibrate, e^mpeclally by gas counting* 
Using ® micrometer syringe, 0*1 ml* of the solvent from the single 
crystal were added to a 50 ml© graduated vessel which contained 
about 49 mlo of pure benzene* It was made up to the mark and well 
shaken* This solution was much les© active and consequently there 
wa© less danger when working with it© More dilute solutions of 
known concentration wer® prepared using this 50 mlo solution as 
stock and these were used to construct a calibration curve 
to determine the activity of the benzene used in the polymerisation 
experimentso
The activity, both of the solvent and the polymer, was 
obtained by two methods#-
(i) Conversion by combustion to carbon dioxide and the activity
of the resultant gas determined in a Geiger tube, and
(ii) addition of the solvent or polymer solution t© a scintillation 
medium and the activity determined from the number of photons 
created when the scintillator is excited by the nuclear radiation*
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Preparation of
Vinyl acetate was polymerised in the presence of 2*59^ , 
jfo and 20^ v/v radio-active benzene© The polymerisation of vinyl 
acetate with v/v radio solvent was carried out In a non- 
stationary state dilatometer of the type that has been 
previously described, while the other two polymerisation reactions 
were carried out in ordinary dilatometerso The polymers were 
then prepared by the method described for the determination of 
chain transfer constants*
A sainple of the distillate from each freeze drying 
operation was taken and the activity of the solvent determined 
by scintillation counting* The freeze drying process was 
repeated until there was no indication of activity in the 
distillate0 Generally the process had to be repeated 4 times*
The molecular weights of the resultant radio-active 
polymers were determined by viscosity measurements in a modified 
Ubbelohde viscometer*
Gas Oouuting
If benzene labelled with is polymerised in the 
presence of vinyl acetate and a number of benzene unite are 
incorporated in the polymer molecule then the chemical composition 
of the polymer can be written as where n is
the average degree of polymerisation and m is the number of
benzene fragments per polymer molecule*
Binoe the benzene io labelled with 0^4
Specific activity of oarbon in polymer 6m
SpooiW o~aotivity™ 'ojr''^o^^ ® "^ n '“T "ëa
If the. molecular weight of the polymer is large, 4n is much 
greater than 6m and the equation beoomes
Specific activity of the polymer g#
Specific activity of the benzene 4n
0^0 The number of fragmenta of benzene,m «
4 n X specific activity of the polymer
u rn  — n im i m in i     w       i]i«■[«■«mi i i iM in i W i i      #
6 X specific activity of the benzene
The activity of the solvent and polymer can be found
by combusting the materials in a stream of oxygen and filling a 
Geiger tube to a fixed pressure with the resulting oarbon dioxide 
gaso If a constant voltage is applied across the elotrodee of 
this tube the number of electrical pulses or counts obtained in 
a definite interval of time is a measure of the activity of the gas 
Combustion Procedure.
The combustion of both the polymer and the benzene was
carried out in a Baird and Tat look rapid micro-o embus tion unit »
The essential feature of this unit is the combustion chamber 
which is provided with baffle plates* where complete combustion 
of the sample occurs without the use of a catalyst*
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Oxygen for the combustion is purified hy passing it 
through a prehe&ter tub© at approximately ?00*G and through 
seavengiag tubes containing anhydrone and soda asbestos* The 
g m  then passes through a rotameter and the flow of oxygen 
into the quartz combustion tube is maintained at a rate of 
50 mlo^miîîo by means of a screw clip*
Th® technique for the combustion of the solvent is 
now described in detail as two serious explosions occurred before 
the method was evolved *
â piece of glass tubing, 0*5 mm© in diameter was 
sealed at one end and a few crystals of potassium chlorate 
inserted into it* The other end of the tubing was drawn to a fin® 
capillary so that the main body of the vessel was approximately 
1*5 om* in length* The central area of the vessel was heated 
gently in a small gas flame, withdrawn and the capillary placed 
in the solvent which was to be oxidised* As the vessel cooled a 
small quantity of the solvent was drawn into the tube* The 
vessel was centrifuged so that the contents wer® thrown to the 
sealed end and no liquid remained in the capillary© It was then 
inserted into the quartz combustion tube until it was approximateI; 
10 cm* from the entrance of the combustion chamber * The sample 
burner was lit and adjusted to give the smallest possible flame *
It was slowly moved forward until it was about 1 cm* behind the
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sealed end of the vessel* In this position there was sutfioiént 
heat present to vaporise the benzene very slowly* As there was n@ 
large o one eatrat1on of benzene vapour now being carried into 
the combustion chamber, no explosions were ©xperiencedo
By contrast, the polymer was burnt in an open platinum 
boato The movable burner was now advanced until it was underneath 
the boat and the flame gradually increased until the sample was 
completely vaporised*
Th© vapours passed into the baffled combustion tube, 
■maintained at approximately 900*^ 0, where complete combustion 
occurred* The gases then passed over a roll of silver gauzb 
heated to approximately TOO^C where any halogen or sulphur 
oxidation products were retained*
The remaining products of the combustion were water 
vapour, oxides of nitrogen, carbon dioxide and excess oxygen*
These gases were passed into an anhydrone tube to remove any 
water vapour, through a tube containing granules of basic 
manganese dioxide to remove any oxides of nitrogen and then 
through another anhydrono tube to remove any remaining traces 
of water vapour*
The carbon dioxide and excess oxygen were passed 
through a spiral coil [Fig*29] which was cooled by liquid 
oxygen and open to the atmosphere via a 2-way T* tap*
When all the carbon dioxide had condensed, the coil was isolated
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FIG 29 COMBUSTION AND MEASUREMENT APPARATUS FOR GAS COUNTING
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fTom the fmmiaoe axid opened alovjly to the vaomnm s^ rstem uein^ 
th© 2==vmy ^ tapo Th© oarbon d lose Id© wae thoroughly degaoeod 
miâ ®oll©©t©d in a receiving tub© A on the TOCuùm lia@p and kept 
surrounded by liquid ©5^ yg©no Approximately 2 m lo  of carbon 
disulphide [AoSo grad© reagent] wer© placed in another trap B 
and thoroughly degaseedo
Th© Geiger tub© was attached to th© vacuum line and 
th© total ©ystem evacuated for 1 hr<> With vacuum taps 
Mp 0 and Q closed and taps P^ H and B open the carbon dioxide 
was admitted into the system* A cathetom©ter was focussed on 
the mercury meniscus in the 2o5 mmocapillary tubing manometer 
and tap W was closed when this had fallen 15 cmo Tap Q was 
then opened very carefully and closed when the monisous had 
rio©n 6 cmo ISo difficulty was ©neoumtered In measuring th© 
pressur© to within OoOOl cmo using th© cath©tOm®tero If th© 
measurement was incorrect then th© gm could b© r@condensed 
and th© procedure repeated« Th® remaining carbon dioxide was 
recond©n0©d in trap A and the measured quantity of gas fro&on at 
the foot of the Geiger tub©o The same procedure was repeated 
for carbon disulphlde but in this cas© only 5 cmo of gas were 
admitted to tho Geiger tub©o It was more difficult to control 
the addition of the carbon disulphide and once it was in the 
tub© no further adjustment could be mad©o
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Th© mixture of was thoroughly d©gaoaod to remove
any air which had leaked into the ©yet©m during the measurement
procedure o This also served to mis; the vapours The gae
mixture v;ao them frozen in the foot of the Geiger tube and the
«.43eymtem evacuated until the reading on th© Pirani gauge was 10 mm, 
of aercuryo Th© tub© was then sealed off at the cons trio t ion & 
Carbon dioxide alon® is a poor counting gas and its 
behaviour is not improved by th© addition of the usual quenching 
vapours such as alcohol or xyleneo Howeverp it has been found
that the addition of carbon dlsulphid© vapour produces a mixture
6© t>oe'with good counting characteristics o
Count ing i^ quipment «cas^risgrcipogat'jza?ygaai£a»:<w i i i î ^ ^  ocr.«»*AWv # $ % ,
The circuit diagram for th© gas counting equipment is 
shown in ïPigo 50o
Th© .probe unitg type ^Oo llOA^ supplied by Ericsson 
Tolephonos Ltd* ^ is designed to minimis© counting errors, which 
m m  liable to occur in m G©igar*»Mull#r tub©* The main sources 
of error are spurious pulse© which mey arise in the tubes and 
th# unkmowm dead time of th© tuboo With this unit the counting 
of spur ion# pulses is prevented by a reduction in voltage brought 
about by a quench pulse while the dead time is replaced by the 
quench pulseo
Th® stabilised power unitp type ^Oo HIO), supplied by
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D^mtE’Oîî Hadi® to giv© m atabl© souro© of high
voltmg© fs"©© fæom i^pp2.©a mmâ pulss^o and produce® s variable 
stabilised wltag© from ^00 to $00 volts at s positive or 
negative potential with respect to the ahaasiso
Th# scal#ro tjp© MOo 1009B^was also obtained from 
%natron Radioo The function of this unit is to count random 
or regular ©leotrioal impulses whose amplitude is greater than 
some predetermined value in the range 5 and 4- $0 volts o The 
olootrioal impulses to be counted Gan be fed directly to the 
normal input circuit or derived from a probe unito The pulses 
are applied to the discriminatoro The discriminator bias may 
b# e©t at any value between 4- 5 and 4* go volts so that pulses 
below this predetermined value can be rejectedo
The paralysis time on the scaler can be preset in steps 
over a rang© extending from 5 to 10g 000 mlero«»s0condso This 
circuit causes. the sealer to become ineffective for the preset 
period Immediately after it has been triggered by a pulseo 
This facility is used to avoid the spurious discharges which 
can occur in a Oeig©r»Muller tubOo
The scaling unit was operated in conjunction with a 
cooling unit to ensure a minimum temperature increase within 
the scaloro
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Th© Timing bnitg typ© No o NI08Ap was also supplied by 
Dymatron RadiOo It was used to switch off th© scaler either at a 
preset time or after a preset number of counts had been recordedo 
The unit has a ma^ timu® time ator© of 99^999 seconde and a maximum 
count store of 999£>999 counts o
The Geiger tube wa@ placed in a lead shielded boE and 
connected to the probe unit g the inner wire of th© coaxial cable 
being linked to the thin wire anode of the tub© « Th© minimum 
voltage required to cause a discharge v/as founds The vapour 
mixture was allowed to age for 4 hro at a voltage ©lightly above 
th© threshold voltageo The plateau region [Figo3l] was 
established by counting at 20 volt intervals for $000 second©o 
When the mid-point of th© plateau had been found the sample was 
counted at this particular voltage for at least 10^000 seconds»
It is necessary to count for a fairly long period of time since 
the discharge© occur in a random manner and short counts can give 
very misleading resultso Before counting the instruments were 
switched on and allowed to stabilise for 1 hro
Various dilutions of the calibration solution wer© burnt 
and a plot of counts per minute against dilution obtained [Figo$2] 
In order to interpret the resultsp it is necessary to 
know the background activity,> This is the activity associated 
with the materials of construction of the Geigor^ -Muller tub© g
u
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the peaêtratiom of radiations through the v/al3.s of
tube and the natural activity of the polymer and benseneo It 
was measured hy (1) allowing a pieoe of driooM to vaporise in 
th© oombuetioa tube and (2) combusting a eample of Inactive 
polymer and counting in the normal waja The background count 
obtained was found to be constant within the limits of esjperim 
mental accuracyo
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FIG 32 CALIBRATION CURVE FOR THE ACTIVITY 
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SoAatlllation Oouatîln^
ïn aolmtillatloa oountlKig usô Is made of th© photons 
created when a suitable luminescent material is escelted by 
nuclear radiation<> These photons are oolleoted at the cathode 
of a photomultiplier tube whioh converts them into electronso 
Multiplication of these electrons in the photomultiplier gives 
rise to électrical pulses which can be recorded on the normal 
scaler and timing unit<, Eaoh isotope produces a typical pulse 
dependant on its energy output and a discriminator is 
Introduced into the circuit to differentiate between spurious 
pulses and those due to the presence of the isotopoo
Experimental Procedure and Equipment
In this work the scintillation medium used was a 
liquid scintillator supplied by Nuolear Enterprises Ltdo 
The sample to be assayed for activity is contained in a 
silica cell of IS mlo capacity which is aluminised on the 
outside to give maximum light reflectiomo The aluminium 
coating is protected with an expoxy reain finish and the cells 
have an optically flat bottom to prevent bubble formation in 
the coupling mediumo A silicon® oilg supplied by Muclear 
Enterprises Ltdo y is the optical coupler between the cell 
bottom and the cathode of the photomultipler tub©o
5 mlo of the liquid scintillator were pipetted into a
1 0 0
cell and to this 5 &iilo of bens®no solutiom wore addedo 
S*or calibration purpososp these 5 mlo of bensone contained a know 
amount of radio bongono obtained from the calibration stock 
solution [3?igo 3^ ]® When assaying the polymer^ the solution 
was of Inactive bengene containing 20 milligrams of the radio» 
active polymero The cell was then placed in the scintillation 
head unit and dark adapted for 20 miuo to minimise residual 
phosphorescenoe o
The scintillation head unit is essentially a ®castle® 
with 2 inches of lead shleldingo The principal feature of this 
®castle® is a special rotatory light locking device which permits 
operation of the assembly in daylight without exposure of th© 
photomultiplier tub© to th© light when changing the cellso In 
practice this means that the tub© dark current is allowed to 
reach the lowest levels making for improved accuracy and 
lowering the background activity^ Another advantage gained 
from this device is that th© high voltage supply to the photo» 
multiplier tub© may be left connected when th© samples are 
being changedo Since the photomultiplit^ r tube gain varies as 
a function of the Bth power of th© applied high voltagep no 
variation in the high voltage supply is obviously desirableo 
To avoid any variations in output due to temperature changes g, the
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loi
photomultiplier tub© v/as ©ooI©d by a oosatinuou© supply of mter 
passing through oopp©r ooils which surroundod ito
Th© output from th© photomultiplier was amplified by 
a standard Huolear Enterprise 2^02 3?airstein amplifier with 
a maximum available gain of 5 % 10 <, This gala Is continuously 
variable down to a value of about 50o
The resultant pulses from the main smplifer pas© into 
a single channel pulse height analysero Sine© each isotope 
©mite a specific- quanta of energy» a pulse peculiar to that 
isotope is obtainedo By ©electing appropriate settings» this 
instrument will only accépt pulses which are representative in 
amplitude of the particular isotop© which is being counted *
The required gat© width and puls® height to apply this die« 
crimination for are noted belowo
The puls© in it© final form is then relayed to the scaler 
and timing units which have been previously discussed with 
respect to the gas counting equipment.
The best settings for counting the isotope wer© 
found to be3=
Stabilised High Voltage 0.64 K.voltSa
Amplification go m: I
Puls© Height 50
Oat© Width 50
10<2
The power for the stabilised voltage» the amplifier» 
coaler and timing unit were ©witohed on andallowed to stabilise 
for 20 mlHo prior to any determinations being madOo The Eo Ho î
was then switched on andafter 10 mlUo the assay was beguno 
Occasionally ©rratio results were obtained lo©o the count began 
to race intermittently. This was found to be due to pulsing in 
the stabilised voltageo It was eradicated by switching the.
Eo Ho To off9 leaving it for 50 mlUo and then switching the 
voltage .back on. Although- this appeared to be rather a ©rude 
method of eradicating the pulsing in the system it waa generally 
effectiveo The silicon oil in the well was replenished» in 
subdued lighting» after 40 or 50 sample® had been assayedo 
Results
(a) From the gas counting calibration curve [Pigo 32 
Count for the oxidation of calibration stock
« 500 counts minT^
Background Count f 2 count® misiT^
O c=.^o o Count du© to activity alone 428 counts min ,
O
o o Activity of benzene used in polymerisation
experiment® 428 z x
4o26 X lO'^ counts min'
2 o 5^  y  I y  b ®
5?^ of polymer 
Specific Activity of Benssone 
Specific Activity of polymer
o°o Number of benson© fragments
m 4ü2§ X lO^ o
* «2-E3 4o28 X 10^ counts min . 
e* ©4 « 72 t«j 12 counts min *
& z 12 % 4o25 % 1(^
OoJ9
59* vl V bengene
This polymerisation was carried out in a non^stationary 
state vessel and the results obtained at 59* converolom are as 
followso
Temperature
*C
Rate of iQOReaction*
_  1 "A d  moles 1 8
IntensityExponent Kinetic Chain Lifetime
a
25 1.80 0.65 0.65
55 2.48 0.63 0.54
45 5.58 0.64 0.50
Temperature
®G
X 10® k.^ X l(f
. caA cal1 mole a
®o from 1 
k.cale. k.oals.
®t V
k.cale.
25 8,36 lo2? 5.98 9.9 ?.e
55 8.96 5o9
45 12.3 4o4
The results are in reasonablo agreement with those 
obtained %?&th ordinary bemonop
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®f the Folyises*
Specif:l© Activity of the Bemsosae 
Specific Activity of the polymer
go 44 25 3#.
4*8B XO^  @©usit© mim' 
- 72
.i
da
r-ï 16 ©omrfe© aim
Q o The mm#er @f hemseme frm#aemt8 <s <â=giJlJâJLlsiâ-JiJfi®X 4o2Ô E 10^
Oo'maacîty
mm of the Polymer sa lü99 2>S 10%*,
Spécifié Activity of the poSyaer 42 ooumt©
The mumber of b em^ eme fragaemt© »» XoS3
CjS.
A5v!»üfk Ü
Oo o
(h) Soimtillatlpm Coumt im^
From the oaMbratiom oœyo for the otock ra 
bomeeme solution E^%>533 it cam b© ©alfôulatoâ th&t t 
of the bamemo \%mü im th© polymerisstiom experimemtm
aoGWQ 
 ^activity
The baokgroumi oount v&& Oolg ooimt© m®Z 
Fo?!? 2o3 v|v hohson©cjaas<dhrjC8*i*at^ a*ii'iM'>
Specific Activity of the polymer
fis. 67 g & 2 5g goo ^  ^  ©oœtag* ae©*"?
13 o g H 10^  ®Qmfm
«&
of the polymer
42c^  OOTOtB ©0@ ,
« 4o2§ :: 10'\
b b The mamber of bemaeme fra^ m^omt© ÆJ&pAÊ&S^pÉâÊâ^© O g 2S
M 0o@0(PùtshifA
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Wot 5^  ^ fesnaenejMjl ^  |i I %Specific Activity of tlm polymer % 560? counts secT
of th© polymer « go44 % 1(R
o ° o The number of bensen© fragments ®
 ^ Oo 97ÊseaSéiés
For 20^ v| V benzene
CdASpecific Activity of thé polymer *« I43 counts se®“
^ n  polymer ® lo99 » 10^ .
0 The number of benssene fragments ^ lo71tasait**s
It is rather surprising that the results from the 
scintillation counting are greater than those from the gas 
counting determinations einoe the latter is thought to be the 
most accurate method for tracer analysiso This would indicate 
that the results from the gas counting determinations are lowo 
This could result from the presence of air which was occluded 
in the polymero
Despite this error the maximum number of fragments 
present in each polymer chain is loTo According to the 
normal kinetics schemes» there should be 1 fragment per 
polymer chain if chain transfer is occurring and a number in 
excess of this if the retardation is due to copolymerieationo 
Therefore» although there is possibly a small amount of 
copolymérisation» the more probable step for inclusion of 
benzene units in the polymer chain is chain transfer0
X06
Acétylation of Benaene
opBreitenbaoh £t alo claimed that the radio*«active
Bdeterminations of Stockmayer were vitiated by the
presence of acetylenxc impurities in the radio«active solvento 
In an attempt to substantiate this theory» radio-active benaene 
was treated with radio-active acetylene and vinyl aoetate was 
polymerised in the presence of 2o5?* v v of this contarained 
solvent 0
Ool mille curies of acetylene from a break seal ampoule 
were added to about 8 mlo of radio-active benaene by the 
procedure described àt the beginning of this section. The
bensene was the highly active solvent used in the polymerisation 
experiments and after contamination with acetylene was calibrated 
by scintillation countingo Vinyl acetate was polymerised at 
25^ 0 in the presence of 2a3% v v of this acetylenic bensene at 
an initiator concentration of 4 x 10*”^ moles litro**^  and the 
polymer isolated by freeze drying» using the procedure 
previously describedo 20 mille grams of the polymer were 
dissolved in 5 mis of inactive benzene and the activity of the 
polymer found by sointillation countingo Using the calculations 
previously outlined there appeared to be 7<>4 fragments of 
benzene present per polymer moleculeo
A single crystal of the contaminated benzene was
grown and the solvent obtained from the optioallj clear crystal 
was need in a polymerisation reaction similar to the experiment 
described aboveo The activity of the solvent and of the polyra©: 
were again determined by . scintillation counting and these 
corresponded to Oo92 fragments of bensene per polymer chain 
wh'ch was in good agreement with the previous determination of 
this polymer by scintillation countingo
From these results it is clear that the presence of 
acetylene does increase the activity in the polymer and this 
would substantiate the results and theory of Breitenbacho 
However the results of Stockmayer alo which led to the theory 
of copolymérisation were supposed to be due to only traces
r *acetylenic products in their bensenoo In this work Ool mill© 
curies of acetylene were deliberately added to benssene and only 
an increase of J times the activity in the polymer was obtained* 
If the increase in activity in the polymer is obtained by a 
copolymérisation mechanism then these results would indicate 
that the process does not occur very readily^ at least at 25®C 
and 2*5^ bensene* If the process did occur easily then the 
increase should have been much greater with such a strong 
sample of solvento This experiment also .demonstrates the 
ability of the single crystal growth technique to remove 
impurities from the solvent*
10®
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Before discussing the results which have been obtained 
it is important to realise the type and magnitude of errors which 
are incurred with the use of the thermocouple method for non» 
stationary state measurements*
Some other methods» which have been used by various 
workers to evaluate the velocity coefficients» have a greater 
sensitivity than the non-stationary state thermocouple mechanism 
eogo Grassie and Melvilles^^ refraotom©trio method can detect
«o'»! t=jSa temperature change of 10*” ®C in 10 seCo» while the dielectric 
constant method can give a temperature resolution of 10“ ®*0 in 
10 seco However the increasing accuracy of measurement during 
the non»©tationary state period is offset by the greater experi» 
mental difficulty and the more complex equipment required for these 
methods *
The thermocouple is probably the most useful method to 
use for evaluating velocity coefficients but» as in all such 
systems» there are certain difficulties and limitations in its 
use*
Temperature Measurement,
The temperature was recorded by a thermocouple at the 
centre of the reaction mixture in a soda vessel. In fact the 
signal obtained by the pen voltmeter recorder was due to
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opposing electromotive forces from two thermocouples» namely the 
one mentioned above and a “cold® junction in the evacuated space 
in the side arm. Therefore» any random temperature fluctuations 
in the bath would be reflected in the trace obtained on the pen 
recorder voltmeter* The bulk of the heat required to maintain 
the temperature of the bath was supplied by the background heater 
while the remainder was supplied by a 40 watt light bulb which 
just flickered on and off* With this arrangement the apparent 
fluctuation of temperature in the bath was OoOOl*Co
The noise level of the Tinseley PoCo amplifier corresponded 
to a temperature fluctuation of 0*00014*0 and this represents 
the ultimate limit of temperature measurement even with increased 
thermostatic control*
The electromotive force»teraporatur© relationship was 
obtained from the literature* Bengough and Melville* have shown 
that the rates obtained with copper constantan thermocouple 
are in good agreement with rates of reaction obtained using 
platinum»platinum rhodium thermocouples and with rates measured 
dilatometrically* This would indicate that the electromotive 
force-temporature relationship is quite reliable*
After considering all the variables the final limit of 
temperature measurement is about 0*001*0*
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Measurement of the Kinetle Chain Lifetime
Error© in the measurement of kinetic chain lifetlnms 
are due to two factors»
(a) Inacouraej in the eztz'apolatlon of the stationary stat©»ti 
curve (j and
(h) Yari8.tion in the instrument lag as time proceeds *
The start of the reaction was indicated by a pip on the 
recorder chart* If the amplification applied to the system was 
large then the pip increased in slge and the pen did not always 
return to the original base line* This tended to Increase the 
value obtained for the lifetime* However the rates of reaction 
obtained in this work were approximately twice those of other 
worker^ Consequently this error did not interfere with the 
results until vinyl acetate waa polymerised in the presence of 
20^ vjV bensen©s where the amplification was about 1 jn volt 
equal to 7 or 8 chart division® for low intensity runs *
The extrapolation of the stationary state»time 
curve depends on the length of time the reaction in the vicinity 
of the time curve remains adiabatic* Under adiabatic conditions, 
if fractional conversion is plotted against time a steadily 
increasing curve will be obtained whioh^at time equal to three 
times the lifetimel^become® a straight line showing a constant 
rate of increase in temperature [Fig. l]* This will continue
until fche reaction become© non-adiabatie [Fig* 2, If the period 
for which the reaction is adiabatic is less than  ^T' a straight 
line will not be attained» the initial upward curve going through 
a point of inflection to a downward curve* For most monomer© th 
reaction mixture in the area of the thermocouple remains constant 
for about ^0 s»©©* Since the Value of the kinetic chain lifetime 
in this work was never greater than 9 it was not necessary
to employ any special techniques to ensure adiabatic condition®* 
In many polymerisations, lifetimes of $0 me and above do occur 
and vacuum jacketed dilatometers have been used to increase the 
adiabatic period*
Variation in the instrument lag from run to run probably 
result© in the greatest error* The response times of the 
amplifier is 0*04 seconds and that of the thermocouple due to 
its small heat capacity will also be very short* The lag of 
the pen recorder is very much greater» about 1 sec* and can 
vary with the amount of ink in the pen reservoir although car© 
was taken to keep the reservoir topped up during a series of runs 
These combined lags give a delay in recording the full signal 
of up to several seconds % in this work 2*lsf3C<,
To obtain accurate values the radical lifetime should 
be about 2 to 5 seconds* Since they were generally shorter 
than this it required several determinations at each stage
to get a reliable figure* However» despite all the care taken 
with measurememte etc* there was a variation of up to ^ IC^  in 
the estimation of the intercept from succèselve determinations 
of the ©am© reaotiosio But the points whioh are plotted in the 
rS©” against measured intercept .graphs [Fig* ?] are th© average 
of at least J separate determinations* In Fig* J the intercept 
on the time axis corresponding to the instrument lag is 2*1 se 
and it 1© seen that this could vary by about 0* 2s©Co although 
the slope of the graph would only be slightly varied» in fact 
about 55^* For this reason this straight line plot warn used to 
determine the values of the kinetic chain lifetimes which were 
used in calculating in this work*
The best value for the rate of reaction at a particular 
conversion was obtained from the plot of log rate against 
log intensity [FigoS]* The logarithm of this value was plotted 
with those obtained for the two other temperatures against the 
reciprocal of the absolute temperature to determine [Fig*11]* 
If the value for the rate of reaction was in good agreement with 
the other two it was used to determine the kinetic chain lifetime 
from the straight line plot of against the measured
intercepto The actual calculation resulted in the kinetic chain 
lifeti :î0 being quoted to two figures after the decimal point * 
Sine© it i© obvious from the inaccuracies in the system that the
kinetic chain lifetlm© ©axmot be determined to more than
0o05«. little reliance ©an b® placed on the second figui?©*
However it does facilitate the calculation of eta and for
this purpose It haa been left in the text* The same argument
applies to the rate of reaction*
The kinetic chain lifetime is calculated from the plot
of against the measured intercept from which the value of
is also obtainedo Therefore» the values of obtained
from the kinetic chain lifetime and from ^p/k^ should b©
comparable [Fig*12]* But the determination of from ^p/k^
involves both Eq and the accurate estimation of the gradient
k /for the value of p/k^ * Consequently there is generally a 
difference in the values of the activation energy of termination 
calculated from the two sources* Xn all the activation energy 
plots the calculated value lies at the centre of the circle*
A slight variation of the gradient of the line could give a 
maximum or minimum value and the extent of this has been 
indicated by the protruding lines*
The Influence of Benaone on the Polymerisation of Vinyl Acetate* 
Previously the action of benssen© on the polymerisation
of vinyl acetate \mB reviewed in a separate section according 
to the concentration of jsolvent present in the reaction mixture. 
These results will now be reviewed collectively to show the
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effect of an increasing concentration of solvent on the rates 
of reaction* It is hoped by studying the results in this manner 
to obtain a clearer picture of the process which causes the marked 
retardation of the rate of poXymerisationo
This retardation of the rat© of polymerisation is the 
most striking feature of the work* The rate of reaction for the 
bulk polymerisation 1® halved by the addition of 55^ v|v of i 
©olvent while 20?^  reduces it’tenfold [Figs* 4^» 35d 5è]o 
The values for thes® plots are given below to ©liminat® 
continual reference to previous sections *
aiLRates of Reaction (moles, l7 ) % 10^  at 25®G and full light
Got%@@ntrat Ion of Bensene Cenversion
moles. iT f. 10^ 3afo 60^
0 0 4,0 4*4 5.1
0o28 2o5 2,5 2o0 2.9
Oo$6 5 1.80 lo9 2.2
2o24 20 Co 4? Co 35 0.22
Rates of Reaction (moles,iT^ g3."^ ) X W at 35®G and full light
Intensity,
ConcentrationmoX.es.
of Benzene 
# . 10^
Conversion30fo 00$^0 0 5,è 5.8 7.0
0*28 2,5 5o3 5.6 4.2
Oo56 5 2^4 2.6 5.5
2o24 20 0*65 0.5, 0.3g
C'mol 0î
X
O 2
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FIG 34 VARIATION OF RATE WITH BENZENE C O N C E N T R A T IO N  AT 25‘
X IO% CONVERSION
O 30%  CONVERSION
•  6 0 %  CONVERSION
7%
R A T t  « l O
(m
O 2
BE NZ ENE  C O N C E N T R A T I O N  ^ m o l t s  I ' ' )
FIG 35 VARIATION OF RATE WITH BENZENE CONCENTRATION AT 35°(
X IO% CONVERSION
O 30%  CONVERSION
•  6 0 %  CONVERSION
R A T E  X l O
m o l o  t
O I
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FIG 36 VARIATION OF RATE WITH BENZENE CONCENTRATIONS AT 45°C
X IO% CONVERSION
O 30% CONVERSION
•  60% CONVERSION
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Hates of Reaction
intoyiei'ibyo
S 0:a ii w  t i muof B0S3S3
s, ) z lo' at 4 5 and fall light
lafo
OoOT'os^ sion
60%
0 0 5 ? {. 6 9o5
0o28 2o5 4 0 4 4o6 5o0
0 0 56 !î 5o2 3.1 4 o6
2 .2 h 20 Do 88 0*74 0*58
‘Phe >ratea of reaction inareasse from lO^ oonveraion to 6C^
qomverslon at all tempex'atures ax?.d poreentagea o îho essoeptiop.
to thisi rule is at 20% hongsen© where the oaxi'^ferEse would ©oern
to applyo Rut after oorrefistion for s deüreaae in monomer and
initiator concentration,the rata of reaction at 60% conversion
could possibly be as large as loO? % molee 1™ a" (page ?|
Bo the rates of reaction at 20^ benzene probably Increaae from
}^tf% oonversiouc Since the rat© of reaction should fall due to a
decrease In monomer concentra-tloup this ixucreaec in the rate
of reaction f.Ton 10% to 60% conversion Indicates that the gel
effect is operating on the system up till 60^ ooswex'siouo
It can be seen in Fig©» 5®9 axid 40 that the
value of k at 0® 2o3^ o 3% G!,nd 20f% bension© is generally P
constant till about 40^^when it begins to decrea.se due to monomer 
diffusion becoming more diff:lcu3.t and causing a reduction in 
the rate of propagationo This Is offset by a corresponding
L O G  k .  l o  P
2 0  3 0  4 0
E X T E N T  C O N V E R S I O N  ( % )
FIG 37 PURE VINYL ACETATE. VARIATION OF L O G ,^  WITH CONVERSIC
O  2 5 °C  <B 35°C #  45°C
6 03 0IG 4 0O 5 0 7 0
E X T E N T  C O N V E R S I O N
FIG 38 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2 5%  BENZENE. VARIATION 
OF L O G ,o  kp WITH CONVERSION
O  25 °C  (3 35°C 4 5 ° C
-O —  o
o lO 20 3 0 4 0 6 05 0
E X T E N T  C O N V E R S I O N  ( % )
FIG 39 VINYL ACETATE PLUS 5% BENZENE. VARIATION 
OF L O G , o  WITH CONVERSION
O 25®C (# 3 5°C  e  4 5 ° C
L O G  k to
20lO 3 0 6 04 0 5 0
E X T E N T  C O N V E R S I O N (%)
FIG 4 0  VINYL ACETATE PLUS 2 0 %  BENZENE. VARIATION 
OF L O G , q kpWITH C O N V E R S IO N
O  2 5 ° C  3  3S°C •  4 5 ° C
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tall tu o As the viseoslty^  of the rea^ tioft mi^tœ© 
ixioreases it b@©om@8 m©r© diffiov,lt for the radicals to diffuse 
together to terminât© and the rat© of termination falls and with 
it the valne of
If the ^el effect is operating in this waj then this 
should he clearIj demonstrated hj the value of the kinetic 
chain lifetimes which are given belowo
Kinetic Chain Lifetime(s) at 25®G and full light intensity
Concentration of Bsns;ene Conversion
mol©So I ^ fo 10# 30# 6C^
0 0 0.3(6) 0.5(4) 1.3
0o28 2o3 0.7(8) 0.6(5) 1.9
Oo 5Ô 5 0.7(2) 0.7(9) 1.8
2o24 20 1.4 1.8 2,9
Kinetic Chain Lifetime!
...... • ... ....— 1—
e) at 55®C smA full light intenoitjr
Concentration of B©ns©ne Conversion
coâmole©, X, fo 10# 30# 60#
0 0 0.3(6) 0.5 0.9(7)
0,28 2o3 0,6(5) 0.5(6) 1.3
Oc 56 5 0.5(8) 0.6(9) 1.5
2.24 20 0,9(0) 1.1 2.1
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Kinetic Chain Lifetime© a.t and full light intenaitj
Gone®mtrat ion
C=Xmoles, 1%
of Bengîen® 
% 10^
Gonversion
30# 60#
0 0 0.3(6) 0.3(6) 0.7(2)
Oo28 2o5 0.5(0) 0,5(0) 1,0
0*56 5 0.5(0) 0.5(0) 1.2
2 0 24 20 0,6(7) 0,7(2) 1,40 1
From the above table© and FigOo 4I0 4^  and 4^ » it i© clear0 
that at the same temperature and percentage ©olvents the klnetl® 
chain lifetime^ increase from 10^ to There are specific
points where this is not correct but the plot© confirm that 
this is the general trendo Despite the fact that the concentra' 
tion of the solvent has been doubled^ the kinetic chain lifetimes 
for 2o5^ and 5?^ benseao at all three temperatures are very 
similaro Thl© is quite surprising considering that there is a 
marked drop In the rat#o
Since the gel effect Is a viscosity eff©©t^  an increase 
in the concentration of solvent would presumably dilute the 
reaction mlssture and enable the chain radicals to terminate 
more quicklyo But an esiamination of the above table©
demon©trates that thi© doe© not occuro There iOp at all 
three tmiperature© and conversions^ an increac© in the value® 
of the kinetic chain lifetimes as more solvent is added to the
L I F E T I M E
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FIG 41 VARIATION OF KINETIC CHAIN LIFETIME T  WITH 
BENZENE CONCENTRATION AT 2 5°C
X IO %  CONVERSION
O 30%  CONVERSION
•  6 0 %  CONVERSION
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FIG 42 VARIATION OF KINETIC CHAIN LIFETIME T  WITH 
BENZENE CONCENTRATION AT 35°C
X 107,  CONVERSION
O  10%  CONVERSON
•  6O7,  CONVERSION
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FIG 43 VARIATION OF KINETIC CHAIN LIFETIME T  WITH 
BENZENE CONCENTRATION AT 4 5 ° C
X IO%  CONVERSION 
O 3 0 %  CONVERSION 
•  6 0 %  CONVERSION
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B^at©mo Therefore0 in addition to altering the phjsioal state 
of the reactiom mlsct^ ra 9 the solvent ia altering the cheeiioal 
processes which control the polymerisation reaction*
Since the kinetic ahain lifetime i© inversely 
proportional to the velocity coefficient of terminâtion9 these 
changes in Y  with conversion should he reflected in k^ o
Variation of the velocity coefficient of termination )
% 10"*^ at 25^ G
Concentration 
mole, l7
of Benzene
100
Converilon
500 600
0 0 8.6(7) 5.8(5) 0.6
0o28 2o5 2.1(6) 2.6(7) 0.5(2)
Oo 56 5 2.1(6) 1.7(9) 0.3(5)
2o24 20 0.6 0.1(4) 0.1(4)
Variation of the velocity coefficient of termination (1.mo1er ej )
s-s at 5^®
Concentration of Bensen© Conversionaimo la, 1 „ 0 3.00 500 6000 0 a . 6 ( ? T ™ 4o5 i . i ™0.20 2.5 2 .6 (7 ) 3 .5 (3 ) 0.63
0.56 5 4 0 4 2 ,5 (9 ) 0.45
1 2.24 20 1 .5 (9 ) 1.0 0.85
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<=.3. csSVariation of the velocity coefficient of termination (1,mole^  
31 lo” at
Concentrât ion of Benzene Conversion
«31mole. I. 100 300 6o0
0 0 8.6(7) 8.6(7) 2.2
0o28 2 r. 5 3.3(7) 4 0 4 1.1
Oo56 5 4 o 4 4 0 4 0.85
2o24 20 2.5 2.1(7) 0. 60
These results are plotted in FigSo 44» 45 and 4#^  At the 
same temperature© and concentration of solvent the value of 
falls from 10^ to 60^ eonverslono This de o re as e in 
corresponds to the increase in value of the kinetic chain
lifetime over a corresponding range o This fall in k» indicate
that the activation energy of termination i© increasing 
consequently that the termination ©top is heooming more difficult 
This supports the theory of the gel effect operating on the 
system and increasing in effect with increasing oonversiono 
But is also decreasing with the inoreaso in 
concentration of solvent in the reaction ml3cture and ©o the 
value of must also inereae© ioeo if the solvent concentration 
is increac©d the termination step hecomes more difficulto The 
most signifioant feature is the drop in k^  with the addition 
only 2o5^ V v benzeneo This quantity of solvent could mot
®x
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FIG 44 VARIATION OF L O G ,q  k, WITH BENZENE CONCENTRATION AT 25'
X IO% CONVERSION
O 30%  CONVERSION
•  6 0%  CONVERSION
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FIG 45 VARIATION OF LOG,o WITH BENZENE CONCENTRATION AT 35
X IO% CONVERSION
O 30%  CONVERSION
•  60%  CONVERSION
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FIG 4 6  VARIATION OF LOG,o k, WITH BENZENE CONCENTRATION AT 4 5 “
X IO%  CONVERSION
O 30°/, CONVERSION
•  6 0 %  CONVERSION
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the @f the to any ^reat extent hut
it ha# Gauged a marked increase in the activation energy ©f 
termlnationo 3he addition ©f solvent5 sino© it is not acting 
a diluenti) ie making the ^homiàal proe©Bs of termination more 
difficulta Posaihl® reasons for this effect will he discussed 
at a later ©tag©o
The variation in the overall activation energy of the 
system with concentration is shown in îî'igo 4?o At all percentage 
conversions the overall activation energy increase© with addition 
of solvento
The assumption has been made throughout this work that t% 
rate of termination ie second order with respect to the catalyst 
©onceatration and oonsc^uontly the equation
■OIq  ^^  Vi ™ oooftooo909oooo^ Sl^P
is applicable to this système Sine© both Kq and IS^  increase
with th© addition of solvents, K must also increas© and thisP
Is demonstrated by the decrease in the values of k in theP
following tableso
Variation in the velocity coefficient of propagation at 25®0
0 onoentrat ionc=&moles. 1.
of Bensen® 
fa 100
OomVeralom
500 6o0
0 © 1010 840 400
0*28 2o5 520 400 I60
Oo$6 5 280 500 150
2 0 24 20 40 4 4
X —
o
4
B E N Z E N E  C O N C E N T R A T I O N  f m o l » :  I " ' )
F ie  47 VARIATION OF ACTIVATION ENERGY 
WITH BENZENE CONCENTRATION
X IO %  CONVERSION
O 3 0 7o CONVERSION
•  6 0 %  CONVERSION
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Variation im the veloelt^r oosfflGlemt of propagation at
0 onoentrat ion
„ «nmol®. 1 ,
of Bensen© 
fo 10#
Genversion 
5<¥ 60#
0 0 1400 1250 760
0o28 2o3 650 7)0 330
0o56 5 490 430 230
2 o24 20 105 TO IT
Variation in the velocity eoofficient of propagation at 45®€
Concentration 
mole, ll^
of Benson© 
# 10#
Oeavarsloa.
30# 60#
0 0 2100 2320 1300
0.28 2o5 950 930 630
0.56 5 710 820 440
2.24 go 150 115 40
^h# dooreag# in k i© quit© ©b^iou© from th® ahove table©o 
!Sho most ©ignifleant feature ie the magnituâe of the differen©© 
in the values for the bulk polymérisation and the addition of 
2o39i solvent to the reaction mixtureo 5?hie oannot be assigned 
to any variation in the gel offooto Therefore the solvent i© 
altering the prooese of propagating the ohain lengtho There ie 
another distinot deereas® in the value of when the oonoontration
of the solvent is increased from to 20^e If we assume that
an average value for k at bensen© is 600 1. moles. ©. while atP
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â &20^ b©jas&©n© it isâ 60 ^7 0 what does this deoreas© in value
mean? The process involving the solvent moleoul© and the 
propagating @hain radical is the same in both oases. But the 
ohano@© of the raaotion occurring between a radical and a solvent 
molecule are obviously greater with 205^  bens©n®o This i® reflector 
in the values of the propagation coefficient since it takes 
times longer to propagate the chain at 20^  bonaene than it does 
at 5?^ beaîgen©û
From this review of the relevant data^ any explanation 
of the reaction between the solvent and the growing vinyl 
acetate chain radical must account for the followingg
(1) fall-off in the rat® of polymerisation with increasing 
benzene concentration^
(2) increase in the kinetic chain lifetime with increasing 
bensene concentration^
(5) increase in the overall activation energy Kq with 
increasing benzene concentration5
(4) increase In the activation energy of termination E. which15 '
corresponds to an increase in the kinetic chain lifetimej, ’
(5) an increase in the activation energy of propagation Ep
with increasing concentration of benaene*
Before proposing a kinetic scheme to account for these 
factsp a review will b© made of kinetic schemes proposed by other 
workers for similar system©»
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The Retarder Action ©f Bengene an Vinyl Acetat© Polymérisation 
A kinetic analysis of the polymerisation of yinyl 
tate in bensene is complicated by .the number of different 
reaction® that can occuro
The polymerisations were initiated by the action of 
ultraviolet light on aaobiscyclohexan© aarbonitrlieo This 
produces free radicals whichg lu bulk polymerisation, can react 
with another of the same kind or with a molecule of monomer to 
initiate a chaino The situation is more complicated by the 
presence of solvento In this case the following reaction can 
occur»
O O ooo.oo.ooooaoo \I/
8 ooooeo»po*oooOo(H^
Disproportionation , ^COMbinatiSir Unreaetiw products (III)
lÿhere RJ is a radical derived from the initiator.
Since reaction II does not occur in bulk polymerisation it is
possible that the efficiency of initiation will bo reduced o 
1 8Bevington has shown that this remains constant over a wide 
range of solvent concentration and the rate of initiation has 
assumed to be constant in this worlco
The radical chain produced in X can react as follows
o
®o m
R° sc
< +
Rate
K  -t. % kp[R°]Bw] .......... (17)
❖ M— e.P -!• B/ fewCS° IEm ] ......... (?)
S° •*• B S° ......... (VI)
where B ie a molecule of benzene.
S ie a solvent radical.
Réaction VI can take place by various meohanisme which will be 
shown belowo
The polymer chain radical can bo terminated by 
combination or disproportionation as outlined previously 
[page 7]o The solvent radical, however* can react in a 
number of ways* Eat®
s° + m a° kj,ii,[s°][M] ......... (VII)
S° -s- R° polynes" [S'’J[R°J ......... (VIIl)
S 4. s'" stable Product [S" ] o « » » o » □ o o
The radical S^ can be formed (a) by a chain transfer 
reaction between a chain radical and a noIvont molecule or 
by the addition of a solvent moleoui© to a chain radical^
(via) R° •» /' \   P
) S ° V «— A, R -- /  OS? E
I
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Allen, Merret and Scanlang who investigated the 
polymerisation of vinyl aeetat® in isopropyl honsone and 
d&hydromyroene considered that the S “ radical was formed by 
a chain transfer processo Having obtained an intensity 
exponent of Oo?5© they concluded that the radicals produced 
from the solvent were resonance stabilised to an extm&nt which 
made them slow to r@t= initiate with the unreactive vinyl acetate 
monomer and were frequently lost from the system by terminatiouo 
However degradativ© chain transfer would be associated with an 
increase in the rate of termination and heno© a decrease in V  o 
This has not been found in this worko
On the assumption that chain transfer ©ocur© 
followed by reaction of the solvent radical with (a) a monomer 
molecule to reinitiate the chain (b) another of its own kind 
(©) a chain carrier^ Burn©tt and Loan also developed an equation 
for the ratoo They used this equation to show that the 
variation in the apparent order of reaction with respect to 
the monomer concentration was due to the various concentration 
ranges used by different workerso Not only were they able to 
demonstrate this^but their kinetic scheme yielded theoretical 
curves for the rate of polymerisation of vinyl acetate in 
bensen© which were very similar to the practical oneso However
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they obtained ©n extremely high value of 24 kooala,for the
addition of a phenyl radical to a monomoro Barson* Bevington
63and Eaves* using labelled bensoyl peroxide as an initiator 
of vinyl acetate polysnorisation* found that the phenyl radical 
is an efficient initiatoro This would indicate that the 
idea of chain transfer being the source of the B° radioalo was 
wrong for the phenyl radical would require to b© unreaotiv© to 
account for the strong retardation of the rate in the presence 
of bensene„
■80Jenkins euggeoted that the weakness in Burnett and 
Loan \9 kinetic scheme was that they equated the rate of 
formation of the 8" radicals to the rate of re «• ini t let ion
i»e- « kp%[8°][M] ................ (2?)
Jenkins stated that this represented the condition 
that a negligible proportion of the solvent radicals participated 
in the termination reactions and if nearly all the transfer 
radicals v/ere to undergo re-initiâtion then the retardation 
would be relatively weako But equations of this form are 
common in copolymerisation kinetic ochemos which have been used , 
successfully to explain retardations in rate© of reaction, al&o 
based his velocity coefficients for the termination reactions on 
the‘geometric mean’ assumption ioOo that the velocity coefficient 
of termination between two dissimilar radicals is the geometric 
mean of those for the reactions between like radical®o In view
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of the evidence from copolymérisation studies that termination
68may occur preferentially between unlike radioale* this Is 
doubtfulo Therefore reaction (VIII) probably oooure more
easily than reaction (IZ) and ©o a similar nufaber of B'" radicals 
are removed from the ©ystem when radical© are terminated by 
this reactiouo If wo assume that reaction ( V I )  oooure quickly
and reaction ( V I I )  is, a slow step* then a largo number of S° 
radicals will begin to build up in the system o Since another 
H" radical is removed whenever an S'* radical terminates* the 
number of S® I'adioals in the system could rapidly inoreas© while 
the number of H'* radical© falls* When the system had reached 
a steady condition the ratio of the concentration of 3° radicals 
to benssen© concentration could equal the ratio of concentration 
of R° radicals to the monomer concentration,
i e [S°] f28)
k ^ l X T  O bT
oO P [r][B3 «tr '* ***'•* ri
This is Burnett and Loan’s original equation (equation 2?) 
Therefore* this relationship could hold even though the 
radicals were participating in the termination reactiono
From his kinetic e&shem© Jenkins developed the following 
equation for the velocity coefficient of transfer with a solvent
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— V» , «Ü .  b « O B « 0 0 0 0 0 0  \ & y  }tr  — ' ®
using the normal symbols with
where m and are the rat©© of polymerisation in the preaenw 
and abs®na®g respectively* of solvent*
Sine© the polymerleatIon reaotione in this work wer© 
photo-Initiated* the rat© of initiation has been considered 
to b© constanto in equation (29) is the velocity coefficient
for termination in the bulk polymerisation and the valu© of_ 
does not vary much with temperature in this reaction* The%
( Ikexpression  ^ ©an b© replaced by K, which is a constant
2[8r^
for any given polymerisation at any particular extant ©©nver©ion,E 
equation (29) can be rewritten^
^tr  ^ ^ ^ J o o o o o o o Qo o o  i30)
Equation (jO) seems to provide a reasonable method of calculating 
However it is possible to express in the form^
'"■  ^ A <B RT
The plot of ^  against the reciprocal of the absolute
temperature should give a value for â horizontal
plot is obtained using the result© from this work indicating
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that is seroo In fact me have shown that is positive
having a value of 4*8 koOals (page 8? ) which is oorroet since 
th© amount of transfer increaeea when the temperature is 
increased* So Jenkin’s kinetic scheme* whioh is based on 
chain transfer followed by termination* must he wrong* It would 
also result in an increase in the rate of termination which would 
he reflected in a decrease in the kinetic chain lifetime* This 
has not been found*
Other evidence also tends to suggest that the theory 
of chain transfer is incorrect* It has been demonstrated that 
Eg inoreasee with the amount of benzene present during the 
polymerisation of vinyl acetate (Fig* 47) . At the saia®
time the rat© of reaction falls due to retardation occurring more 
frequently* If the retardation reaction was clue to chain 
transfer, Eg in the pres@n®© of hensene would he less than Bp 
in the bulk reaction* Bp would decrease throughout the 
polymerisation of vinyl acetate in the presence of benzene since 
^tr b© a negative term in the ©quation relating Bq to
In view of this evidence it must mow be assumed that the 
transfer theory of retardation is wrong* 3inc© the S° radical 
is not created by chain transfer it must be created by addition 
of a benzene molecule to the growing polymer* This step should 
occur quite quickly since it. Is* in effoot* addition across
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a double band* If this i© the ease* the question of which 
reaction does cause the retardation remains to b© answered»
A possible explanation for the retardation in rate Is 
that after addition of the solvent molecule to the growing chain 
radical (VIb) reinitiation takas place * The radical formed by 
addition would be more ©table than a phenyl radical and 
consequently the energy of r#-Initiâtion would be high*
This slow re-initiation step has already been used to 
justify Burnett and Loan’s kinetic scheme and would obviously 
cause a retardation in the rate of réaction* It would also 
explain the increase in the kinetic chain lifetimes in solution*
An increase in the kinetic chain lifetime would indicate a 
reduction to the rat® of termination which would normally b® 
accompanied by an increase in the rate of reaction* However* 
as we have previously shown* there would b© a large increase 
in the mmber of S° radicals in the system if the re-lnitl&tion 
reaction was a slow atop* This would lead to a decrease in R' 
radicals* Since only radical® are active in propagating^ 
the rate of reaction will drop as they decrease and both the 
overall activation energy and the activation energy of propagation 
will increaseo The decrease in ,*V as the temperature increases la 
probably due to the S° radicals becoming more reactive* The 
remaining question is whether the re-Initiation step is by a
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process or by chain transfer with the monomer*
8 'Stookmayer @t al* used the kinetic s&heme developed by
64 S>6SIClo© to explain their results obtained from the polymerisation
of vinyl acetate in benzene at 60®G* They obtained ©halm transfer 
constant© derived from the molecular weights of the polymer and 
from the rates of reaction* these being 1*2 % and 2*0 x lO”^
C=#respectively* Using e* 2 x 10 they calculated that the possible
eembIned ©yclohexadlem© residues to be about 2fo but could not detect
these by combustion analysis* determination of unsaturation by
iodine monochlorid© or by infrared spectroscopy* They polymerised
vinyl acetate in the presence of radioactive benzene at a ratio
of ls9o From the determinations of activity in the polymer from
this one experiment they considered that the variation In chain
transfer constants could be explained if benzene copolymerised
@with vinyl acetate* Broitenbach et alo duplicated radio-
traoer experiments and from the activity in these polymers
together with determinations of chlorine in chlorinated polymer©
8@concluded that no ©©polymerisation was occurring*
The radio tracer results in this thesis indicate that 
the number of fragment© per polymer molecule does tend to increase 
as the concentration of benzene in the system i© increasedo The 
number of fragments per polymer chain* however is no greater than 2
which indicates that only a slight degree of copolymerisation 
is occurring at 2 5 with 20% benzene in the system* This 
conclusion must also be considered with car© since the 
molecular weight of the polymers was obtained from viscosity 
measurements which are very susceptible to errors» Since the 
molecular weight of the polymer is in the numerator of th© 
equation relating the number of fragment© per polymer chain to 
the activity of the polymer (page 91)» a variation in DP^ will
influence th© final result® The results at 2*5% and 5Ï
bensen® are definitely in favour of a chain transfer mechanism* 
Another feature of this work is the apparent independence 
of the transfer constant on temperature* This is rather 
surprising* It may be that the activation energy for the 
addition of monomer to a chain radical is similar to that for 
the addition of a benzene molecule since they both involve 
addition to a double bond*
In conclusion* th® evidence from this work suggests 
that the addition of a chain radical to benzene producing a 
radical which is slow to reinitiate* is th© cause of the 
retardation of vinyl acetate polymerisation in benzene * From 
the radio-tracer experiments the re-initlation step* at the 
temperature and dilutions used* appear© to be by chain 
transfer with monomer»
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
Sine© th©r© appeared to be am imcreae© im the fragment© 
of bemzeme present im th© polymer chain at higher solvent 
©omcemtratioms* further tracer ©xperimemts with am increased 
©omoemtratioa of solvent seem necessary* These could be conducted 
both at 25®G and 60®G to determine whether copolymérisation take© 
place at both or neither temperature with an increased concentra­
tion of solvento
It would also be interesting to polymeris® vinyl acetate 
in the presence of vinyl monomers containing aromatic ring© ©ogo 
styren© and vinyl benzoate* It may be that the low rate of 
reaction encountered in the copolymérisation of styrene with 
vinyl acetate is due to ring addition and not to the stability 
of the styryl radical* If radio-active styrene were used then 
more accurate information could be gained about th© reactivity 
ration of the system*
These experiments would follow as a logical extension 
of this work and provide more information about this particular 
type of polymerisatiojio
Kpmwni I
B©t®rmlnatlorn ùf t W  Freezing Polmt and lîolé Pereentgg® ïmpurity
from the plot c)f ï'ssis'iîaije® agaias'î'i time
Tl.iie Resi©tan@© ïim® Bssistsne© Sim© Heslstaa®®
mlms 0 o’te©o mimBo ohms. mima. otos.
0 302 ol 14 364.1 26 • 364.57
312*3 15 363.42 29 364.66
2 319 0 5 16 363.40 30 364.78
'3 329oO 17 363.40 31 364.99
4 336o3 M  363.64 32 365.29
3 342 oO 19 363.75 33 365.38
6 34? 0 3 20 363.85 34 365.51
7 352» 4 21 363.94 35 365.69
8 356.3 28 364.04 36 365.96
9 359.6 23 364.14 37 366.44
10 363.75 24 364.24 38 366.65
11 366.40 S5 364.36 39 367.03
u 368.8 26 364.44 40 367.32
13 3T3..4 27 364.30 41 367.74
®&s follewisjg -SexwilBQ uqso obta;ta@^ ^soa *ag® 195 O'-?
P%'8ic# ÛlmmtQBl Oaleulatlmm by mm# '
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AMole Fraction Impurity x
where % a SempBratiss?® at
% a ttefflp0X"s1iiW0 at
% ra SampomftwK’o at
L
3.®o a So
f 0^% £3 latent hemt of fusion 30*3 ealog^ '
where entropy of fiiBXùn  ^ Bo44 oei êego^mole'
ë<)r  B " 278* 58
estM lof©? w%Bo melo
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From the plot
Tim© Reoiatanoe Log Beeiatan©©
mine * ohm©*
l 6(S j)  363.40 2.5604
29(Tg) 564.70 2.5619
4H%) 3 6 Î.9 5  8.5758
.% % = %  » 2.5604 - 2.5619 “ ■^“oflf
‘jf, “Sg Cl 2o3604 "■ 2.5730 « "W"'8tJÉ*
0*07148
(3 0*705
0<* o Mole Fraction Impurity OoOOIJH
o
o o Percentage Purity 99 o 8?
o
Oo01525 Oo 01525
1 g 14.01 “ 2.546csjïvsp^sriwrîWîsfÆKcâ^^ cwrsiCTiw-*?/ni^«rssstp'i-^ *  »J >0.0714s ° 0.7856
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F ie  4 8  PLOT FOR DETERMINATION OF FREEZING 
POINT A N D  MOI F ° / .  PURITY O F R F N 7F M F
APPE.ro IS IIE3 £3 Kl us f3 l-S 63 S3 fa rCÎ ES
B@t©minâti0xs @f the rat© of poljmeri^atlon of vinyl acetate 
from the assperlmental ©hart traoQ
oS.3?rom a typical ohart tra@© a slop© of si 10*"* 
élTlÉlon^ 0©^ was ©btainedo 5?ho ©alihratioa ©urv® showed that 
at the amplification uood 10 volts was oqulTOlont to 7o2 ©hart 
divisions 9 and since 40 mv s* l^ Go &
t_3.Rat© of temperature rise of 3ol si 10polymerising mlsiture Oo?2 si ''''
 ^ 10o?5 55 10*^  ^®0 s©©^
GYProm the literature values s
Heat of polymerisation of vinyl e©@tat©„ m 21o^  ko©als<, mole 
Specif 1© heat of monomeric vinyl aoetat®^  ^  0o47 ©alo gmo 
Molecular weight of vinyl aoetatOo 06
0^ 0 H®at required to rsia© th® temperature
of 1 mol© through I®C 86 si Oo 47 oalmo
ej 40o4 ©&l8o
1O0& hro reaction would raise the 21 d  k 10^tBmimTatnm “ ®
1.47 s lo“^ ®C B
o°o Ha-fca of Polyiaesisa'ÈIon m 8 ^ to%
« 7.gl# te‘*
#%© temperature rise could he converted directly into mto of
 ^ 0^86 ^ 3,0° 4.
reaction "by the relationship
jiv BeCo
This relationship was corrected as conversion 
proooedeâ to allow for the specifi© heats of the monomer and 
polymer and for the presence of solvento
Consider the polymerisation of vinyl acetate in th© presence 
of 20/^ Vy4 bensen®
Specific Heat of monomer Go47 cal .4gfflo
Specific Heat of polymer ea Oo39 caX gmo
Specific Heat of benzene at Oo41 ©al -âgflia
Original weight of monomer ÈS 9o33 gfflo
W0 ight of solvent  ^ 2o48 giïlo
At 20% conversion 
. 7o4B :g Oo47 •«- 1, 3£ Oo59 *5- 2 s 0o41
Specific Ht x 11
 ^Specific Ht % II
Specific Heat
The previous calculation was corrected
Oo445 gmo for Oo4? oal gm
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